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ABSTRACT 

The objectives were to measure X-ray characteristics, that is, total energy and 
spectral shape, and to measure certain effects of the induced X-ray blowoH and 
impulse in various materials. 

Accordingly, suitable instruments designed for the conditions of Shots Star 
Fish Prime and King Fish were carried aloft by pods parasitic to the Thor 
missiles.  These pods were released prior to vernier engine cutoff such that at 
burst time each intercepted the X-rays at a different range. 

The three Star Fish Prime pods were recovered.   For all pods the misori- 
entation and ranges from burst were greater than expected, and one pod was 
side on to the burst.   Despite the 40-percent loss of instruments and the func- 
tional impairment from misorientations and low fluxes of those remaining, it 
was possible to achieve a substantial part of the experimental objectives. 

In die subsequent shot. King Fish, water impact was apparently unchecked, 
and although one pod was recovered, both instrument bulkheads were lost. 

Important and consistent X-ray impulse data from metals, plastics, and 
reentry vehicle materials were obtained from two Star Fish Prime pods. 

Samples of actual reentry vehicle material cross sections 
were exposed. The flux levels were such that most materials on die closer pod 
were damaged, and those on the farther pod were largely undamaged. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1   OBJECTIVES 

Tht objtctivM of both the King Fish and Star FUh exp«rlm«nt« wer« th 

meaeurement, in eisentiaUy extra-atmoepheric condltione, of the nature 

the X-ray emiiiion from a nuclear device, the characterietice of the indue 
impulee from X-ray blowoff. and the effecta on varioua material«.   The 

cific experimenUl objective« were to determine: (1) total  X-ray energy 

emitted by the weapon. (2) X-ray apectrum. and (3) X-ray-induced total 
momentum. 

A number of other relevant measurement« concerned with X-ray phenom- 
ena    were attempted.   The«« were: (1) to determine peak pre.sar« profll«," 
a« well a« time duration« of blowoff impul«««; (2) to determine the initial 
temperature gradient« ««tabli«h«d in material« by the X-ray flux; (3) to 

obeerve X-ray effect« on «ample« of reentry vehicle (R/V) compoeite tna- 

terial«; and (4)to ob«erve the X-ray effect« on the hardened «tructure of the 
instrument pod. 

Meaeurement of X-ray blowoff impul«« a« a function of material and flux 
wa« th« mo«t important teat objective.   The weapon X-ray diagnoatic data 
were alao an important objective, not only becauae they are n«e«««ary for 

data reduction of other part« of th« experiment, but al«o because few auch 
meaeurement« have ever been made. 

1. 2   BACKGROUND AND THEORY 

At altitude« above 90 km (300, 000 feet) the nature of weapon phenomenol- 
ogy i« qualitatively different from that encountered at ««a level.    The energy 

of the weapon, which at lower altitude« i« converted into bla«t and thermal 
radiation, muet now appear a« kinetic energy of the bomb material, and aa 

X-radiation character,,t.c of a very high temperature «ource.    Preaent 
theory and  experimenti mdicate that for many weapon« 

Thi8 «oft X-radiation 
repre.ente an Important area of weapon phenomenology, «ince at high alti- 
tude. (and rarefied atmosphere) X-ray. will propagate to diatance« of many 
Jdlom«t«r« with es.enually only a geometric decreaae of the flux. 



For vftrlou» sound reasons, the idea of killing hostile ICBM's at such 

extra-atmospheric altitude'!, has become highly attractive in recent years. 

Because the predominant weapon output there is X-rays, the associated 

kill mechanism, impulaive blowoff, has been given much attention.   Several 

field tests were conducted prior to the 1958 Moratorium that were designed 

to give some data on this phenomenon. 

However, in these prior high-altitude field tests (Reference 1), meager X-ray 

and/or thermal effects data were obtained.   In Shot Orange the instrumenta- 
tion pod was not recovered, and although the Shot Teak pod was recovered, 
only limited X-ray effects data could be extracted. 

Unfortunately however, little X-ray effects data 
were obtained. 

During the three-year moratorium from 1953 to 1962,a large-scale the- 

oretical as well as experimental simulation program was carried out to 

determine the exact nature of the X-ray effects and their kill radii on opera- 

tional systems.   The various simulation techniques have included high- 
explosive loading of entire R/V's, exploding foil methods for applying frac- 

tional microsscond pulses to sections of material«, and air  gun«.   The 
experimental simulation program indicated that lethal structural damage 
might be produced in targets at militarily significant distances, i. e., sev- 

eral kilometers from Mt weapons.   The following damage mechanisms have 

been deemed significant to reentry vehicles: (1) crushing, delamination, and 

fracture of ablative material; (2) crushing, deformation,or shock damage 
to internal components such as arming and fusing equipment; (3) spall dam- 

age to frangible impact fuzes; (4) thermal fracture of surface materials; 

(5) gross «tructural damage; and to space vehicles: (1) change- !JI thermal 
control surfaces which then upset the thermal balance of senslvive compo- 
nents; (2) damage or removal of   eflectlve and optical coatings on IR, UV 

or visible windows and lens systems; and (3) low-impulse damage to sup- 

porting structures of large solar collecting surfaces. 
However, present laboratory methods do not adequately simulate the 

X-ray deposition and early shock.   This is due to the inherent difficulty of 
simulating the X-ray energy density absorbed as a function of depth and time 

12 



in the target material.    It wa» anticipated that^ data would 
t 

remove mo»t of the uncertainties and tources of ponible error in present 

theoretical-iimulation programs.    That experiment was conducted under 

controlled conditions where individual X-ray effects measurements could be 

made.   However, in some respects the while an 

excellent check on current theories and simulation techniques, did not simu- 

late the situation of immediate military interest. 

The Fish Bowl experiments 

provided the opportunity to make some of the same measurements that 

attempted but with the environment associated with the real 

vulnerability problem.    An equally important consideration was that the 

success of. ):ould not be guaranteed and the Fish Bowl experi- 

ment provided a backup. 

Paralleling the above-mentioned experimental studies of weapon effects, 

there have been continuing theoretical programs toncemed with the physical 

mechanism of X-ray-induced impulses.    Theoretical effort has produced two 

compatible methods of vastly disparate sophistication:   the conservation of 

momentum description and the hydrodynamic model. 

In the conservation of momentum method the absorption of X-ray energy 

in the surface layer is calculated as a function of depth,using known X-ray 

absorption coefficients (Reference 6).   Knowledge of ■pecific heats and heats of 

vaporization of materials involved is then used to calculate the depth of 

vaporized material and the energy of vaporiztd molecules as a function 

of depth.   It is usually assumed that the molecules leave the surface 

13 



normally and that X-ray deposition ia initantaneou..    Having calculated the 

energy of the molecule, leaving the surface,  it is possible to calculate the 

momentum carried away from the surface by the molecules.    Conservation 

of momentum requires that the surface receive an impulse equal in magnitude 

but opposite in direction. 

The conservation of momentum method is admittedly an approximation. 

but it permit, a quick estimate of the time-integrated impulse; time depend- 

ence of the impulse cannot be caluclated nor can information about peak pres- 

sures or pulse durations.    Yet.for a first estimate of total impulse, this 

technique appears to be suitable, particularly in view of the fact that the 

values calculated do not vary inordinately from those of other more sophis- 

ticated methods. 

In the more detailed hydrodynamic analysis of impulse, the deposition 

of X-ray energy in the surface layer yields the pressure and temperature 

conditions in the resulting vapor.    The vapor is assumed to have a partic- 

ular equation of state and to obey the hydrodynamic differential equations. 

The equations are solved using appropriate boundary and initial conditions. 

One output of the calculations is the pressure as a function of time at the 

interface between the gaseour layer and the solid material.    This yields 

directly the pressure trans« itted to the solid material as a function of 

time. 

In practice the hydrodynamic problem is far from trivial. Analytic so- 

lutions which have been obtained are approximate, and machine computations 

are required to obtain more nearly exact solutions. 

Bethe. for example,  has derived an approximate analytical expression 

14 



for the depoiition of X-ray energy in the surface layer (References 7 and 8). 

This expreMion it apparently quite eatiifactory except very near the 

•urface.   Bethe wat alto able to solve analytically, to a good approximation, 

the hydrodynamic differential equations. 

The alternative approach to the solution of the hydrodynamic problem 

has been to calculate energy deposition as a function of depth and to obtain 

the required solutions of the differential equations of hydrodynamic motion 

using numerical methods.    The complexity of the problem requires the use 

of computers.   A machine code used for this at Lawrence Radiation Labora- 

tory was known as SHARP (Reference 9); a later version developed at AFSWC is 

called PUFF (Reference 8).  The PUFF Code uses empirical equations of state 

instead of the perfect gas law. 

The Bethe analytical solution and the PUFF numerical solution agree 

well for the integrated X-ray impulses in a number of cases which have been 

studied.    Differences in the results of the two methods are obtained in com- 

puting the time and depth dependence of pressure and other dynamic variables. 

Regardless of the description used in predicting impulses, however, 

the success any one theory achieved in describing the hydrodynamics was 

unknown until and Fish Bowl, since virtually no experimental 

data existed from which an evaluation could have been made. 

1.3   OPERATIONS 

Allied Research, in the period from January to May 1962, designed, fab- 

ricated, and delivered to Johnston Island several complete sets of passive 

X-ray instruments for the Star Fish shot in the Fish Bowl Series of Opera- 

tion Dominic.   Originally,the operation had been conceived to incorporate 

15 
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ion 

three instrumented recoverable podi.   These pods and their instrumentation 

were to be carried aloft by the Thor missile and, through selective release, 

to be positioned at slant ranges of 7. 5, 1U, and 14 km from the burst.   In 

May, however, a decision was rendered by HQ, Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) to 

■ubetitute Mk V reentry vehicles for the 7.5- and 14-km pods.  This was the configurati 

which was flown in the first Star Fish shot,   19 June 1962, in which the Thor 

malfunctioned and was destroyed as a result of aerodynamic problems caused 

by the smaller size of the substituted R/V's.    The repeat experiment was 

then revised to the initial concept of three Project 8B pods and took place 

9 July 1962 (Star Fish Prime, hereafter abbreviated SF1). 

The survey of the X-ray source characteristics and X-ray effects at- 

tempted in SF1 met with mixed success.   One of the three instrument 

carriers (pods) was unstabilized and produced no data,  since the contained 

instruments did not view the burst.    With regard to the remaining two pods, 

the pod axis-line of sight angles were considerably greater than anticipated, 

with the consequence that the diagnostic instruments either failed to view the 

burst or were impaired beyond usefulness.    Hence.none of the originally 

anticipated information about the X-ray source characteristics could be 

extracted from the SF' instruments (limited X-ray data were ultimately 

extracted from certain unpremediated physical effects, however).    On the 

other hand,  it appeared that the effects instruments had operated with some 

degree of success, despite the large incidence angles.    In particular the 

limited impulse data retrieved represented an important breakthrough,  since 

there was essentially none prior to SF' Nevertheless, 

because of the limited source and flux characteristics information and the 
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limited amount of the valid impulse data,  it wai decided by DASA that adctt 

tlonal    X-ray input and effects measurements should be made under simi 

high-yield, high-altitude conditions with essentially the same instrument 

used in SF'.      As a result, more instruments were fabricated, added to 

those remaining from SF', and sent back to Johnston Island for inclusion i 

Shot King Fish.    In certain ways,  notably the weapon characteristics and 

environment,  the conditions of King Fish were changed from"SF'.however 

Thus,minor modifications of certain instruments were accomplished on the 

basis of experiences gathered from the SF' event. 

King Fish took place on 1 November 1962.    Two pods instrumented for 

X-ray measurements were carried aloft by the Thor missile and released 

subsequent to main engine  cutoff   and prior to vernier engine  cutoff   such 

that at burst time their slant ranges from the burst were intended to be 2.4 

and 3. 3 km.    The burst occurred as planned but because of the 

apparent failure of the pod recovery systems,  none of the X-ray instrumenta- 

tion was recovered. 

Simultaneously with these activities, a very small program was carried 

out to complement the Fish Bowl effects data with comparable 

data.   Several slightly modified SF'-type instruments were built and supplied 

to Air Force Special Weaponi Center (AFSWC) for inclualon in the «cperlment. 

No Allied Research personnel were involved in the field program.  Subsequently, the gtges 

were returned to Allied Research for data reduction and correlation. 
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PART 1   STAR FBH PRIME 

CHAPTER 2 

PROCEDURE 

2. 1  INSTRUMENT POOS 

The ln«trum«nt pod« wer« de«igned and fabricated by General Dynamic«/ 

A«tronautic« (CD/A).    The de«ign u«ed wa« a modification of GD/A1« existing 

«cientific passenger pod.   A« iUu«trated in Figure 2. 1, the pod configuration 
con«i«t« of a hemiepherical no««, a cylindrical body «ection 31 inche« in 

diameter, and a ba«e flare with a diameter of 46 inche«.   Overall length wa« 

approximately 80 inche«, and total weight about 1200 pound«.   The ln«tru- 
ment« were po«itioned on the rear bulkhead of the pod, in an annular area 
«urrounding the recovery equipment.    The flywheel,  required to stabilize 

the pod during the free-fall period before bur«t time, wa« mounted in the 
note of the pod.   Also included in the pods were tracking transponder«.    Empty 

«pace« in the pod were filled with foam to provide bouyancy. 

The recovery «equence began with the deployment of a drogue parachute 
which wa« required for «tability after the pod decelerated to a sub«onic 
velocity.   Thi« occurred at about 29,000 feet.   The drogue parachute, upon 
«ignal from the recovery «aquence timer, deployed the main recovery 

parachute at approximately 14,000 feet.   After water impact, recovery wa« 
aided by dye marker,  radio beacon, and a flotation balloon with a lifting «trap 

and loop to facilitate hooking by the retrieval vehicle.   For instrumentation 

design purposes the acceleration environment during powered flight was 
assumed to consist of a peak steady-state acceleration of 20 g's and a super- 

imposed vibratory load of a flat 20-g spectrum from 2000 to 30 cps and 0. 44- 

inch amplitude spectrum from 30 cps to 5 cps.   Assumed re-entry decelera- 

tions consisted of inputs from several effects.    Aerodynamic drag during 
re-entry was assumed to be 60 g's, drogue chute deployment was estimated 

at 6-1/2 g's,and main chute deployment at 8-1/3 g's.    These design values 

were reasonably close to the levels recorded during certification tests which 
were 40 g's,   10 g's,and 6 g's,respectively.    Water impact, estimated to occur 

at 80 ft/sec, was assumed to produce a 35-g,  3. 6-millisecond impulse. 

Axial and transverse vibrations, produced by aerodynamic oscillations and 
buffeting, were also considered during reentry and subsequent deceleration. 

A comprehensive series of proof tests was conducted on the pod and 
associated components to insure satisfactory recovery.   Structural integrity 

was tested and verified at Stanford Research Institute by subjecting the pod 
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to a ••ri«« of impulse lo»dingi produced by gas bag and sheet high «xplogiv. 
The magnitude of the loadings far exceeded the X-ray Inputs anticipated in 
SF'.   Airdrops were accomplished to test the drogue and recovery tytt» 

Water recovery procedures were developed using a dummy pod.   Culminaf 
th«sc test» was Tiger Fish, a complete certification test duplicating the 
entire mission with the exception of the nuclear detonation (see Appendix A) 

Successful flight recovery of the certification pods gave added confidence fo 
a successful experiment. 

2. 2  FUGHT SEQUENCES 

The following sequence of events was programmed.    Thi three instrume 

pods were affixed to a Thor missile In a  nosedown   attitude.    A streamlined 
shield, attached to the Thor, was placed snugly around the rear of the pods 
to reduce aerodynamic pressures and heating of the pod Instruments (see 
Figure 2. 2).    The pods were released (not ejected) from the missile at 

different times after the main engine  cutoff.     Thl« occurred at altitudes 

above 125 km.   Shortly after vernier engine  cutoff,    the warhead was separated 
and the booster retro rockets fired.   Warhead apogee was about 700 km. 

Stabilisation of the pods was to be Accomplished by use of a flywheel.   After 

descent of the to 400-km altitude, the burst occurred 
(Figure 2. 3).   Total yield was about 1. 3 Mt (Reference 10).   The pods then 

dropped to a much lower altitude where the main parachute opened, reducing 
the water Impact velocity to an estimated 80 ft/sec. 

Since It was desired to know the range from burst to pods to an accuracy 
of^5 percent, each pod carrieda Cubic Corporation (CC) transponder.   In" 

addition     Pod S3     and the warhead carried Sandia Corporation (SC) trans- 
ponders.   The dual tracking systems in this pod were included to provide 
burst to pod separation distances and a determination of SC and CC system 
bias errors. 

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

The Star Fish experiment was concerned primarily with two aspects of 
the weapon's X-ray emission.   Of foremost interest was the investigation of 

the Induced blowoff and consequent Impulse.   In this category, experiments 
were designed to observe the following:   (1) blowoff behavior of metals with 
widely ranging thermal and X-ray properties. (2) blowoff behavior of a 

variety of R/V materials and plastics,  (3) time duration of the Induced 

pressure pulse and peak pressure, (4) induced temperature gradients in 
Mveral materials, and (5) induced spalling in laminated structures. 
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The second important investigation was of the incident X-ray character- 

istics themselves.    The two experiments attempted were: (1) time-integrated 

spectrum, (2) total incident X-ray energy. 

A major consideration governing the choice of instruments was the 

established time schedule.    The limited time available dicUted that only 

those instruments which were already available or designed could be used. 

In this respect the instrumentation development work performed for 

proved Invaluable (Reference 3). Active experiments requiring telemetry 

or data storage were considered but were rejected for this experiment.    This 

was for two reasons.   First, no active experiments were in a sufficiently 

advanced state of development to have been adapted to the pota.   Second, there 

was insufficient time to develop electronics which could be expected to 

function in the nuclear environment. 

Following is a list of the Project 8B SF' instruments carried on the rear 

bulkhead of the pods.   Detailed information on each of these instruments is 

presented in Sections 2. 3. 1 and 2. 3. 2.   Figures 2. 4 to 2. 9 show the gage 

arrays in the three pods; in addition, certain devices from other agencies 

were included. 

Instrument Number per pod 

MK 1 Indenter 

MK 2 Indenter 

MK 3 Indenter 

K-Edge Detector 

R/V Compoaite 

Plated Hole 2 to 3 

Caionmeter 2 to 3 

Metallurgy 10 

Fracture 2 

Each instrument was designed to have a minimum acceptance angle of 

+_   15        because this was believed to be the largest orientation error 

possible if the pod gyros operated properly.    This criterion turned out to 

be unfortunate. 

For instrument den^n purposes the following fluxes and condition.« 

were asramed: 
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a. 3. 1   X-Ray Effect! Initrumentt. 

Impulse Recorders.   Three variitione on one basic type bf impulse 
recording gage were included in Star Fish.   These are discussed 

separately in the following sections.   The basic gage consisted of four 
pistons resting in cylindrical barrels with conical ends pointing toward 

an anvil.   The pistons were held by restraining springs to prevent pre- 

mature release due to vehicle-induced accelerations or vibrations.  Upon 
X-ray blowoff, an impulse was transmitted to the front face of each 

piston.   In the instances where this impulse was sufficient to overcome the 
small retention force, the piston flew forward striking the anvil.   The 

volume of the indent which was formed in the anvil is a function of impact 
energy.   This in turn is a function of impulse, and therefore, the indent 
is a measure of the impulse imparted to the sample. 

The relationship between indent diameter in a lead anvil and the kinetic 
energy of the indenter has been established by a series of calibrating 

experiments at Allied Research. 'Figure B. 2 in Appendix B presents the 
results of the calibration for the particular gages used in Star Fish.    The 

range of energies covered includes those associated with the experiment. 

Additional data gathered at the AFSWC Pulse Power Laboratory corroborates 
the data shown in Figure B. Z. 

Mark 1 Indenter Gage.    The Mark 1 gage was designed to record the 
impulse induced by metal blowoff.    In general, impulses from the metals 

were anticipated to be higner than for the non-metallic samples included in 
Star Fish (except for berv;i. im), on the order of 

Because of the X-ray opacity of these sample materials, the indenter 

puton and gage design 3ho«.n in Figure 2. 11 was possible; piston parameters 
»'• given in Table 2. 1.    A thm cap of the sample material was affixed 
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weakly to the face of the piston's aluminum thank, except in the case of 

aluminum and magnesium where the entire piston-cap assembly was one 

piece.   Upon X-ray vaporization, the compressive wave generated within 

tbfi cap passed into the piston proper as a compressive wave.    Multiple re- 
flections occur at the cap-piston boundary, but it is eaeily shown (Section 

3. 3. 1) that regardless of whether or not the cap remained on, the piston 

would move forward with virtually all the blowoff momentum. 

The cap thickness was kept thick enough to prevent transmitted X-rays 

from heating the piston face above 100oC under the anticipated conditions, 
yet as thin as was consistent with the foregoing criterion in order to max- 
imize momentum transfer .        It was felt that the piston might deform and 

bind in the hole if allowed to heat appreciably higher than 100oC.   The cap 

thicknesses used are shown in Table 2. 1 for the three pods of Star Fish 
Prime.   The retarding action of the restraining springe was corrected for 
during data reduction and represented essentially no error in impulse 
analysis. 

One piston was solid magnesium rather than aluminum.   This was done 
rather than cap magnesium onto aluminum.   The acoustic impedances were 

such that momentum transfer characteristics would have been uncertain. 

Although aluminum pistons were somewhat more desirable because of the 
greater tensile strength involved, tests conducted at the AFSWC pulse facili- 
ties indicated no problems would result by substituting magnesium. 

Every sample metal in the Mark 1 gages was capped on two pistons.   The 
redundancy thus introduced lead to greater confidence in the data obtained. 
Consequently, four Merk 1 gages were aboard each pod. 

Because of the highly corrosive action of the salt air at Johnston, it was 
believed imperative to surface-treat the magnesium and aluminum pistons 
against this corrosion.    Accordingly, a surface treatment was given all 

pistons; the magnet turn was coated with a Dow 17 dip, and the aluminum 

was anodized.   The effect of the treatments was to increase the sliding 

friction of the shanks in the holes, but the retardation effect was estimated 
still to be virtually ml.  primarily because of the large clearance between 

piston and wail (about :. ;06 inch on the diameter).   Regardless, the deleteri- 
ous   consequences of not treating the pistons would probably have been 

serious.    Both magneiium and aluminum form very rough binding surfaces 
quickly in the kind A -nv.ronment found at Johnston. 
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An important feature of the gage was the floating anvil.   That is, the 

anvil was essentially isolated mechanically from the case in the axial dire 

tion.   Had the pod itself received no impulse, then this sophistication would 
have been unnecessary.    However, any impulse-de rived shock in the pod 

might have obscured the recorded impulse to an unknown degree if the anvil 

had been rigidly attached to the case, since the case was rigidly attached 

to the pod.   A very conservative calculation indicated that a rigidly attached 
anvil might have reduced the relative piston-anvil velocity by 100 cm/tec 

under extreme conditions.    At the lower flux station this was an appreciable 
fraction of the piston velocity.    By allowing the anvil to float, this problem 

was avoided.   The various distances, times, and spring constants involved 
were such that the piston impacted while the anvil was free floating, yet the 
relative case-anvil motion was stopped mechanically before trapping the 
piston. 

Mark 2 Indenter Gage.   It was found that for a number of sample materials 
a modified indenter gage and piston design was preferable to the Mark 1 

design.   The principal reason was that, for certain non-metals, the anticipated 
impulses would have been too low with the Mark 1 piston design to result in 
adequate piston velocities.   In addition, the arrangement of a weakly affixed 

cap on a piston introduced unacceptable uncertainties into subsequent analytii, 
simply because of the low acoustic impedances of these non-metals.   The 

momentum transfer from cap to piston would be a highly uncertain function 
of pulse characteristics and dimensions.   Also, these samples were com- 

paratively transparent to the X-rays and would have required cap thicknesses 
on the order of the piston «hank length. 

Hence the Mark Z demgn evolved from the Mark 1 to accommodate the 

various requirements of six R/V and two plastic samples.   Figure 2. 12 

illustrates the Mark 2 design.    The piston diameter was increased to increase 
the total impulse while the total piston mass in most cases was less than the 

Mark 1 design.    The piston «as not solid, but relieved to a depth of 0. 200 

or 0. 040 inch depending jn tr.e sample material.    The samples were then 

inserted and glued into place as indicated by Figure 2. 12.    Table 2. 2 gives 
certain Mk 2 piston pararv.cf rs. 

There were several c ,tr;,elling reasons for this arrangement    First, 
appreciable sample U-r.^'h« *•?« necessary to prevent the piston shank 

from heating excessively    ' "ven melting.   Second, as already mentioned, 

it was not advisable to atf.x '.-.e samples as caps.   Hence, the obvious 

arrangement was to insert tr-.c samples into the hollowed piston, thereby 
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gaining sample depth and avoiding other capping problems.    A bonue feature 
in several cases was the lightening of the piston weight.since some sample 

densities were lower than those of the piston material. 
The X-ray-induced temperature at the piston shell-sample interface 

was calculated for each sample type using the anticipated X-ray characteristics 

mentioned earlier, and in no instance was it greater than 2 0OC (see Table 2. 2). 

Thus, problems associated with pistons exploding from internal vaporization 

were avoided.    There was some question about the peak blowoff pressure ef- 
fect on the piston shell walls.    The possibility of sufficient radial deforma- 

tion resulting in binding of the piston in its hole existed.   Extensive high- 

impulse tests at the AFSWC Pulse Power Laboratory indicated that no 
appreciable effect occurred.   To reduce this possibility further, and to 
avoid unwarranted blowoff effects from the piston shell, an aperture smaller 
than the inside shell diameter was placed over the pistons.    In this manner, 
the cold strength of the shell material was preserved and inside wall heating 

minimized. 
Again, all piston shells were treated to prevent corrosion.   Magnesium 

shells were used at the two low flux stations because minimal piston weights 

were very important there.    Aluminum was preferable for strength seasons, 

however, and was used at the high flux location. 
Each material was repeated once except for the unpainted 

%nd the painted samples vhich were 

each on three pistons.   Despite favorable design characteristics of the 

Mark 2 piston, the induced impulses were anticipated to be consistently 
below those of the metal-capped pistons.   Again the retarding action of the 
restraining springs could be corrected for during data analysis. 

The free-floating nature of the anvil was believed even more important 
in the Mark 2 gage,  since a number of piston velocities were expected to be 

quite low, potentially on the order of the case velocity.   It was necessary to 

shift the anvil spring from inside the gage to outside because of the greater 

diameter of the pistucs. 
A carbon disk was attached covering the front face of both the Mark 1 

and Mark 2 indenter gages.    This 1/4-inch shield was sufficiently thick to 

prevent vaporization of the steel gage face at all three stations.   The carbon 
itself, on a theoretical basis, was calculated not to blowoff,  so that no 

impulse at all was expected to reach the case.   Flared holes through the 
carbon permitted the pistons to view the X-rays. 
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I» WM 
Mark 3 In<Unter G*g«.   A third variation in the baaic inde*tar detigr. 

included in Star Fieh.   It was necessiuted because a certain few raateriir*' 
R/V, plastic, and metal—were so transparent to X-rays that even the M 

piston design was unsatisfactory.   Had these materials been used in Mark 7   2 

pistons, the shell-sample interface would have become dangerously hot.   Th 
thicknesses of these transparent materials had to be, in general, over 3/8 • ' 
at the Pod SI range to keep the aluminum behind it below 100oC- in .o«,- 

i     . . , »wine instances 
the sample thickness required was as great as an inch.   In Table 2. 3 thes 

materials are listed together with the thicknesses necessary to keep the aluminu 

behind it below about 100oC under the X-ray conditions anticipfted. ^"^ 

The design of the Mark 3 is shown in Figure 2. 13.    The case design is 

essentially the same as the Mark 2 except that a solid slab or disk of the sampu 
material, caUed the striker, completely covered the front face of the gage and 

pistons.   The pistons were solid aluminum.   Their shanks were slightly longer 
than the face thickness so that each piston pressed against the striker with a 

smaU pressure.   In Table  2.3  the striker thicknesses used are shown, and it Is 
evident that none of the piston faces wore heated much above 100oC by the 

transmitted X-ray flux.    Because each striker sample covered all four pistons, 
one entire gage was assigned to each material.   Hence, there were seven Mark 3 
gages in each pod. 

The action of the striker plate arrangement is straightforward and has 

been analysed in numerous texts.   The impulse was generated at the outside surface, and 

the short pulsed compressive wave traveled through the plate to the sample-piston intsrfess. 

Table 3.20 Indicates that the acoustic Impedance of all the striker samples except beryllium 

is lower than that for aluminum.  As a result, it can be shown that the incident 

pulsedwave crossed the interface   only once before separation of the piston from- 
the striker.   Also, from conservation of momentum considerations, it can be 
shown that the momentum carried by the piston was greater than the initial 

momentum imparted to the striker by the blowoff process (the striker attained 
a reverse velocity).   Or, the initial impulsive momentum was enhanced by a 

factor which depends on the acoustic impedances.    The relation defining this 
enhancement factor, is: 

2 2, 
Momentum Enhancement Factor «   -—-£—_ 

Zl+ Z2 
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wh«r«   Z, » «couttlc impedance of aluminum piston 

Z. « acoustic impedance of striker sample 
4 

The impulses anticipated for the Mk3 materials ranged from zero to 10 

'dyne-sec/cm .   A very low impulse was anticipated on a theoretical basis for 

either carbon or beryllium at any of the three pod ranges. 

Although the impulse was enhanced in most instances, such was not the 

case for the beryllium or aluminum strikers.    The acoustic impedance of 
beryllium is slightly more than aluminum. No complication in analysis was 

introduced thereby. 
The aluminum pistons were all anodized to limit corrosion.    No mag- 

nesium pistons were used, because its acoustic impedance is only half that 

of aluminum. 
The anvil arrangement in the Mark 3 design was identical to the Mark 2, 

so that the anvil was free floating and unaffected by extraneous shocks.    The 

restraining springs pressing the pistons against the striker plate were 
studied, and their effect on the piston velocity could be corrected for.   One 

piston was not in contact with the striker, being shorter than the front case 

face.    This piston served as a control. 

A brief summary of the design differences between the three types of 
indenters is given below: 

Indenter Design Differences 

Mkl 

1. Sample is a thin cap glued to piston 
2. Anvil spring inside case 
3. All pistons Al (except 2 solid Mg pistons per pod) 

Mk2 
1. Sample is a plug mierted into recessed piston 
2. An aperture is tn (rout of each sample 
3. Anvil spring outttd« case 
4. Piston shape dttfsrent from Mkl 
5. All S2 and S3 pistons Mg, all SI pistons Al 
Mk3 

1. Sample is large pUtt covering all pistons (striker) 
2. All pistons «olid Al 
3. One piston in e«cti case not in contact with striker 
4. Anvil spring outttd« case 
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IndmnfT P«»ign VTiflotton.   In checking th« ability of the reitrainin 

•pringt to retain the pistons under the missile acceleration and vibration 

environment, the following test was performed.   A spring arrangement was 
devised which exerted a 20-g force on the piston to simulate a constant 

acceleration.- With this spring in place, the instrument was subjected to 

vibration inputs covering the following range; 20 g at 2000 to 30 cps, 0. 44. 

inch amplitude at 30 to 5 cps.   In order to minimise the piston velocity 
reduction due to work done in deflecting the restraining spring, it was de- 

sirable to choose the minimum sixe spring which Just met the above require- 
ments.   The spring dimensions were experimentally determined through a 
series of vibration tests. 

In addition, extensive testing of the indenter gages was performed at 
the AFSWC Pulse Power Facility which simulated impulses with the 

characteristics expected in order to ascertain: (1) that neither the Mark 1 

nor Mark 2 pistons would tumble in flight, (2) the proper piston clearance 

to preclude binding in the hole, (3) the feasibility of the Mk2 sample-hollowed 
piston configuration, and (4) the lower limit on velocity for reliable indents. 
Satisfactory operation of the gages over a piston velocity rang« exceeding 
that anticipated in Star Fish verified the gage designs. 

Metallurgy Gage.   The metallurgy experiment in Project 8B was designed 
to utilise the known metallurgical characteristics of selected metals as 
indicators of radiation-induced presure and temperature histories in the 

exposed specimens.    The experiment was designed in a Joint effort of the 
Physics Division of the Air Force Special Weapons Center and Allied 
Research Associates. 

In experiencing an X-ray-induced impulse, a given material is subjected 

to pressure and temperature transients.   The structure of all known metals 
is altered to some degree by changes in temperature and stress, and some 

of these alterations are stable or at least metastable when the sample is 

returned to a standard environment.   Such alterations are phase changes, 

order-disorder reactions, crystallographic changes, microstructure 

changes, hardness changes, and composition changes.   Changes metastahle 
over a considerable period should permit analysis of the material some time 

after exposure to the nuclear environment.    The changes that were anticipated 
in Star Fish fell in the category of metastable states with reasonably long 
lifetimes. 

A detailed discussion correlating these observable microstructural 

transformations to the X-ray-induced thermal and peak pressure gradients 
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can b« found in Reference 12.   It hae been shown in that reference Oat under the 
proper conditions the following data can be deduced from materials exposed 
to a nuclear burst: (1) maximum temperatures and pressures, (2) temperature 

aad preseure gradients, (3) duration of high-temperature conditions and 

pressure pulses, and (4) interaction of temperature and pressure effects. 
The Star Fish metallurgy instrument was designed to capitalize on these 

potential effects and is presented in Figure 2. 14.   The instrument consists 

of a 2024-T4 aluminum housing with a 2-3/4-inch flange to attach the instru- 

ment to the pod bulkhead.   The metallurgy specimen, mounted in an aperture 

in the instrument face, was exposed to the nuclear detonation.   In order to 
reduce extraneous effects derived from reflection of the pressure pulse from 

the sides and back of the metallurgy samples, these surfaces were protected 
by machined and lapped mating surfaces of the same material.   This permitted 

the shock wave to travel through the mating edges into the surrounding 

material.   The edge of the sample was protected by a spall ring, the rear of 

the sample by a spall plate.    The assembly of sample and spall units was 
held in place in the face of the instrument, with only the sample exposed to 
the nuclear detonation, by the stafoam shock absorber.   A spall ring shield 

prevented impingement of X-radiation on the spall ring.   The expected 

mechanical operation of the instrument was as follows.   The impulse derived 

from the X-ray blowoff imparts a velocity to the metallurgy sample and spall 

plate, causing them to move toward the rear of the instrument.    These pieces 

are gently decelerated by the gradual crushing of the  stafoam   shock- 
absorber, thus preventing any damage to the sample by impact with the rear 
of the case.   The sample is then retained in the instrument housing, because 

the base diameter of the sample is greater than the hole diameter of the 

spall ring shield. 
During the month of March 1962,  representatives of AFSWC and Allied 

Research met with several authorities in the metallurgical field in order 

to discuss aspects of the experiment design, calibration, and post-shot 

analysis, in order to maximize the amount of usable data to be obtained from 

the Fish Bowl experiment.   In support of these experiments a series of 

calibration tests using HE charges to simulate the environmental pressure 
loadings were scheduled at the Colorado School of Mines by Or. John Reinhart. 

Because of tneir particularly desirable characteristics, the following 

materials were selected for metallurgical specimens; (1) naval   brass, 

(2) 550oC brass,   (3) 750oC brass,  (4) 1095 steel, martensitic structure, 

(5) fine-grained molybdenum,  (6) austenitic (321) stainless steel,  (7) LASL 
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FeNi »Hoy, (8) Armco iron, and (9) Alnico.   In addition, in order to protect 
the origin»! eubetrate of material from being blown off, an additional 1095 

sample coated with a thin film of lead (Pb-1095) waa included.   Hence, there 
was a total of 10 metallurgy Instrumente per pod. 

fo insure that the proper referencee were retained from which metallur - 

changes could later be measured, AFSWC provided control samples of each 

metallurgy sample which was machined In their shop.   In addition, AFSWC 

controlled the chemistry of these materials via special heats and eubsequent 
analyale of these heats prior to accepting the materials. 

The metallurgy Instrument, like the other Instruments intended for the 

Fleh Bowl experiment, was subjected to a thorough series of laboratory tests 
to prove its mechanical integrity.   The stafoam shock absorber was selected 

as a result of a series of drop teets in which the heights of fall and the mass 
of the weight were chosen to simulate the kinetic energy predicted from the 
X-ray-lnduced Impulse.   The entire Instrument was subjected to a series of 
vibration test». In which a vibration Input of 20 g's from 2000 to 30 cps   and 

0. 44-lnch amplitude from 30 to 5 cps was applied both axially and transversely 
to the instrument, with no mechanical dlfficultiee being observed. 

Reentry Vehicle (R/V) Material Gage.    The purpose of the R/V experiment 
was to obtain Information from which the effect of X«ray-Induced Impulses 
on various reentry vehicle structures could be evaluated. 
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In the Project 8B R/V experiments, flat plate samples of actual reentry 

vehicle structures were used.   In order that the effects of the nuclear detona- 

tion on the specimen be the same as on the actual reentry vehicle structure, 

it was necessary that the propagation of the wave simulate the 2-dimensional 

case as closely as possible.   This was achieved where possible by utilizing 

a specimen having a relatively large diameter to thickness ratio (see Figure 

2. 15).   Also, the specimen was mounted as freely as possible, using spring- 
loaded detents, in order to preclude shock wave distortions caused by 
supporting structures.   Following the impulse, the R/V sample was driven free 
of the detents.   In the short duration of free flight which followed, the shock 

wave was able to complete many traversals of the sample.   The sample then 

impacted into a crushable foam which absoibed the kinetic energy of the 
sample. 

Table 2. 4 presents the R/V samples included in the ST' experiment   One 
of each sample was tested at each station, yielding a total of seven R/V 
instruments per pod.   All samples were 1. 50 inches in diameter. 

The R/V sample was held centered in the face of the instrument by a thin 

flange on the case which-contacted the front shoulder of the sample.    A 1/4- 

inch carbon shield protected the front face of the case and prevented any 
X-ray blowoff. 

Laboratory tests of the R/V instrument were conducted in order to prove 

the feasibility of the spring-loaded detents.    A replica of the instrument was 

constructed and a representative R/V sample fitted.    This Instrument was 

subjected to an impact scaled to simulate the X-ray-induced Impulse.    The 

action of the detents was observed and adjusted until the desired behavior 

was obtained.    Vibration tests of the instrument, using an auxiliary spring 

pressing on the R/V sample to simulate a steady 20-g acceleration, were 

also conducted.    The vibration spectrum chosen consisted of a 20-g Intensity 

from 2000 cps to 30 cps, and 0. 44 amplitude from 30 cps to 5 cps.   Both 

axial and transverse acceleration inputs were checked.   Successful completion 

of these laboratory tests helped insure proper functioning of the R/V composite 
instrument   in the Star Fish experiment.   In addition the capability of the 
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lUfo*!» to *biorb the anticipated kinetic energy of the sample wae 
confirmed. 

Fracture Gage.    The fracture gage was designed to give information 

«bout the shape of the blowoff pulse:   in particular, its duration and peak 

amplitude.   Thus, it was different from the other gages used in the experi- 

ment. for they were designed to measure quantities integrated over the 

entire pulse.   A gage of this kind was used in Opevation HardUck   and was 

Uter analysed to give data consistent with other results of that experiment 
(Reference 1). 

The gage, in brief, consists of a lucite cylinder, on one epd of which was 
glued a small metallic button (see Figure 2. 16).   The button is designed to 

blow off upon exposure to the X-ray flux, thus creating a compressive stress 
pulse which is transmitted through the metal and into the lucite cylinder. 

Since the diameter of the button is small by comparison with the diameter of 
the lucite, one can idealize the loading of the cylinder by considering it a 
point impulsive load applied at the center of the end of the cylinder.   As a 

result of this load, a spherical stress pulse propagatee into the lucite.   This 
compressive stress gives rise on reflection to a tensUe wave and a shear 

wave.   Subsequently, the stress pattern in the cylinder becomes more and 

more complicated because of the cascading reflections.    However, the gage 

is designed so that only the tensile waves produced during the Initial reflec- 
tion need be treated. 

When the tensile stress at some point in the lucite exceeds the fracture 
«trength of the material th.n a crack it M^fd. 

Phis crack should grow at a known rate until ^ itr„, 

drops below a certain value By studying the fracture 
pattern in the lucite, an estimate of the duration and peak of the initial blow- 

off pulse can be made.    The details of this subject are given in Reference 13, 
and it will suffice here to mention the simplest kinds of fracture one can 

observe.   The simplest fracture is the,disk-like fracture, parallel to the end 
of the cylinder, which is caused by the tensile wave produced when the 

incident compression reaches the end of the cylinder.   It is this fracture 
which, if it extends to the boundary of the cylinder, causes the end to spall. 

Another possible fracture has the form of a roughly cylindrical surface coaxial 
with the cylinder and near the front face.    This is due to tensile waves re- 

fleeted from the sides of the cylinder.   Also, at the end of the cylinder, a 

conical fracture may be observed which is due to the superposition of waves 
ttom the sides and the end.    In order for these effects to occur as described. 
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it is necessary that the cylinder be shock isolated.    To this end the gage was 

supported by O-rings in an aluminum housing. 

The gages used in this experiment were designed to satisfy the criterion 
that a fracture would be produced when the stress wave is reflected from the 

•nd of the cylinder.    With a given impulse, this criterion establishes a maxi- 

mum length for the lucite cylinder.   In each case« there was a second cylinder 

whose length was arbitrarily chosen to be twice this length.   This, of course, 

extended the dynamic range of the instrumentation. 

At each of the three pod ranges, anticipated impulses and melt depths 

were calculated for a variety of materials.   In every case, it was desirable 

to have the button as thin as possible, for this reduces thtf distortion cf the 
stress pulse as it passes from the button into the lucite.    As an arbitrary 

safety criterion, it was assumed that each button would have a thickness three 

times the depth of melt.    Button materials were chosen such that the predicted 
peak stress transmitted to the lucite cylinder would be roughly the same at 
•ach pod. The buttons all had a radius of 0. 140 inch.    The cylinder length 

which would just produce an end fracture was then computed, taking into 

account the inverse variation of the stress amplitude with distance in a 

spherical wave.   This length was 0. 445 in.    On each pod, there was a 

second cylinder whose length was 0. 890 inch.   A summary of pertinent gage 

parameters is given in Table 2. 5. 

2. 3. 2  Source Parameter Instruments.    The three instruments discussed 

below were intended to function diagnostically, that is, the characteristics of 
the X-ray flux incident on th« pods at each location were to be observed and 

recorded.   One instrument was designed to measure the time and special 

integrated X-ray flux at each pod.   The two other instruments were concerned 

with resolving the spectral shape of the flux. 

Carbon Calorimeter.    This instrument was based on the calorimetric 

principle of measuring a final equilibrium temperature of a heated material 

and therefrom deducing the absorbed energy.    Because of the environmental 

and experimental diificuities associated with nuclear bursts, however, inter- 

pretation of the gage would depend upon the successful application of certain 

corrections.    Nevertheless, this gage represented the only approach developed 

that could have directly measured the total X-ray energy with a passive detecto» 

(It was possible to determine part of the total flux by other methods, however. ) 
The device was simply a carbon disk sufficiently thick to absorb most of 

the incident X-ray energy, yet thin enough to permit an appreciable final 

equilibrium temperature.    A drawing of the device is given in Figure 2. 17. 
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Tht carbon block was thermally insulated on all sides but that exposed to the 

X-rays.   If no material were to evaporate after exposure, and there were no 

reradiation losses, then all the energy absorbed would go into determining 

the final equilibrium temperature.   In fact, however, a significant fraction 

of the X-ray energy may be re radiated, and a certain amount of carbon may 

evaporate, thus physically removing some absorbed energy.   As a result, 

the two energy-removing processes would have to be corrected for during 

data analysis to properly interpret the data. 

Referring to the drawing, Figure 2. 17, a few points should be explained. 

The disk closest to the aperture is the calorimeter; the other two immediately 

behind are combination X-ray attenuators and insulators.   The insulating mitten 

around the first two disks served a double purpose: to reduce radial con- 

duction losses and to keep the rear of the calorimeter watertight.   A novel 
modification of the original design (see Reference 1) was in using pyrolytlc graphite 

instead of conventional graphite for the calorimetric disk (as well as the 

others).    The pyrographite, which is highly conductive in two directions, 

was cut into disk form such that one of the highly conductive axes was through 

the disk.    This orientation meant that axial temperature equilibrium would 

be approached at a much greater rate than would have been the case with 

conventional graphite.    The benefit of this rate enhancement is that reradia- 

tion losses are abbreviated somewhat because the heat is conducted rearward 

quickly.    The conduction in the "a" axis direction is as high as that of copper. 

The second disk, which was pressed against the rear of the calorimetric 

disk was also pyrographite but cut such that the highly insulating "c" axis 

was parallel to the center axis.    Thus, this disk acts as an insulator in that 

direction, and little conduction through the back of the calorimeter occurs. 

More conventional insulation was not used, because it was feared that the 

X-ray transparency of the first disk would be high enough to allow most 

insulators to melt. 

The temperature-recording elements consisted of eighteen small holes 

drilled into the rear of the calorimetric disk and partially filled with tempera- 

ture-sensitive crayons.   These crayons undergo permanent color changes 

waen their temperatures reach certain critical points.    The holes were not 

uniformly spaced around the perimeter of the disk, but rather were clustered 

at opposite ends of a diameter corresponding to the second "a" axis (highly 

conducting direction).   Also, the holes were positioned to avoid the X-ray 

flux up to an incidence angle of 15 . 
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Te»ts conducted at Allied Research demonstrated that the colors of the 

paints were not affected by salt water attack.   This result applied equally to 

changed and unchanged paints.    The paints used allowed temperature interval 

of 10 to 20 percent between color change points.    The estimated equilibrium 

temperatures associated with the design illustrated indicated that coverage 

from 65      to 600 C would provide sufficient dynamic range.   Careful coding 

of the paints was accomplished and color photographs of their initial state 
taken. 

Two of these calorimeters were flown in each of the two outer pods, S2 

and S3.   It was expected that the lowest flux station would require the least 

subsequent data correction, because the temperatures involved would be 

lowerfand        consequently, would be re-radiation and evaporation effects. 

Although the interpretability of this gage in    Pod SI     was considered extrem 

poor, nevertheless it was decided to include the gage there with the thought 

that it might give additional quantitative information on the corrections to be 

applied to the other calorimeters.    An additional calorimeter was flown on 

Pod S3        but was shielded against X-rays to provide a check on any non- 
X-ray, thermal background. 

Careful measurements on each calorin?<»tric disk thickness and weight 

were made beforehand to allow determination of the evaporation of the 

front surface. 

A carbon (conventional graphite) shield covered the face of the gage case. 

This was designed to prevent the aluminum case from vaporizing and perhaps 

diffusing in front of the aperture, thus attenuating the total X-radiation reach 

ing the calorimeter. 

K-Edge Gage.    The K-edge instruments were designed to provide data on 

the X-ray spectrum of a nuclear detonation.    These instruments originally 

were designed and used by Stanford Research Institute (SRI) In Th 

similar designs for the Project 8B K-edge instruments evolved througn 

consultation between SRI and Allied Research based on the previous designs 

for (Reference 14). 

This instrument attempts to measure the time integrated intensity of the 

incident X-ray flux as a function of wavelength.   It consists of an aggegrate of 

filter-detector pairs which all view the X-rays simultaneously.    The filters 

are all different from one another, consisting of materials with 

K-edges progressing from Consequently, the transmitted spectrur 

through a given filter is greatly modified according to the position of the K- 

edge (Figure 2. 18) and is unlike that transmitted through any other filter. 
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Th« other   component of this device !• the detector on which a record   I «, 

energy passed by the filter is made.    The detector itself has an inherent 

wavelength sensitivity which influences the resolution of the instrument,   n 
detector component consists of a stack of foils which are alternately pi» 

••metal"t plastic, etc.   The "metal" foil is one of several materials, which' 

depends upon anticipated source characteristics.   The energy density wlthl 

a given metal-plastic pair required to cause physical sticking of that pair hi 

been determined (about 100 cal/gm).   It Is this effect that Is used to determin 
the energy transmitted by the filter. 

The analysis of the gage depends on the fact that each filter-detector 
channel represents an Independent   view   of the spectrum within (he 

kev region.   Since there are essentially seven Independent channels, values 

of the spectral intensity of seven different wavelengths can be obtained.   A 
complete discussion of the techniques used can be found in Reference 14. 

Figure 2. 19 Is a detailed drawing oi the detector channels mounted In the 
gage cylindrical container which was designed to be bolted to the face plate of 
the pod.   One channel position is empty for purposes of illustration. 

Each detector stack was mounted in a cartridge and backed by a carbon 
plug and metal spacers.    The rear end of each cartridge had short slots 

permitting the edge to be bent, holding the stack, carbon plug, and metal 

spacers In place In the cartridge.   The front end of each cartridge had a 

circular window to permit X-radiation to fall on the detector stack.   An air 

escape slot in the side of each cartridge permitted equalization of air pressure. 
Each detector cartridge was a self-contained, interchangeable unit. 

Each filter was held In place by a carbon Insert and a channel cylinder. 
After the filter, carbon Insert, channel cylinder, and detector cartridge were 

placed In the hole provided in the gage cylinder container, the whole channel 
assembly was fixed in position by a metal plug.   The carbon Insert was In- 

cluded to prevent excessive vaporization of metallic material by X-ray absorp- 

tion.    The carbon In the detector cartridges was to prevent similar undeslred 
blowoff effects. 
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Th« X-r»y flux produc«t h«at in th« m«Ul foil of th« dctactor which h»t 
two componenti, Qi, th« h«at g«n«rat«d by Absorption of X-r»di»tion who»e 
photon «nargy i» »lightly b*ltrm th«K-«dg«. and Q , th« h«at g«n«r»ted by 

X.r*di»tion with photon «n«rgy *bov« theK-«dg«.   Th« channel! were designed 

to havrQ   »Ö   and also th« param«t«rs ar« such that Q   + Q   exceeds the •        a r an 
heat required (or sticking at th« entrance end of the detector stack. 

Some of the channel param«t«rs used ar« giv«n in TabUs 2. 6, 2. 7, and 

2. 8.   fourtesn chann«ls were in each pod, seven in each of two gagee.    The 

filt«r element and thickness ar« listed for each channel.    The quantities Qs 

*nd Qn ** the «'»trance end of the detector were calculated for possible device 
temperatures of assuming a Planck spectrum.    For 
optimal operation of a channel it was necessary that Q > 100 cal/gm and Qn< 10° 
cal/gm. 

Channel 14 in each pod was designed to have Q   + Q   less than the sticking 

value.   This provided a check against spurious heating effects. 
Channels 8, 9, and 10 in each pod used carbon filters.    These were not 

K-edg« channals but op«rat«d on much th« sam« principl« as th« plat«d hole 
gag« discusssd b«low.    Th« rsaaon« for this inclusion among th« K>«dg« channels 

war« the expectation of greater structural strength in th« fllt«r   and th« useful 
redundancy in data providod by th« similarity to th« plated hoi« gag«. 

Plat«d Hoi« Instrum«nt.   Th« plated hole gage evolved from an instrument 

first designed for the experiment and discussed in detail in Ref- 
erence 3. The design utilised for ST' was in principle the same as its pred- 
ecessor, but somewhat modified physically.   A working drawing of the SF1 

plated hole gage is shown in Figure 2. 20.   Us purpose was to determine the 
spectral characteristics of the incident X-ray flux. 

The inside cavity was vacuum plated with one of three metals—chromium, 

lead, or gold.   The plating thickness was not critical and did not have to be 

known in view of the thicknesses involved, that is, the X-ray-induced energy 

density drop across the plating is negligible because the plating is so thin. 
The explanation of the theoretical aspects of this instrument has been 

given in Reference 3 and need not be repeated in detail here.     Qualitatively, what 
was expected to occur is the following.   X-rays penetrate the carbon and 

are attenuated selectively with respect to wavelength.   Having traveled a 
given distance through the carbon, the flux impinging on th« metal layer is 
modified both in intensity and spectral shape.    The degree of modification 
depends not only on wavelength but also on depth traversed through the carbon. 
It is obvious that the energy density within the metal plating should diminish 

monotonically as one travels toward the rear.    Consequently, at the flux 
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levela anticipated in SF', the metal should vaporise to a certain diaunce 
(going in a rearward direction), melt to a greater distance, and be simply 

heated beyond the melt-solid boundary.   In addition, because chrome-plat- 

ing was used, another transition depth due to a crystalline change could occur 

in the plating.   Hence, at least two, and perhaps more, observable phenomena 
might be related to linear distance on this device—vapor-melt boundary, 

melt-solid boundary, and heat-induced crystalline transition boundaries. 

The different boundary positions are determined by appropriate visual or 
metallurgical techniques.   From these, two or possibly more points on an 

energy density against linear depth diagram can be uniquely determined. 

The energy densities associated with each thermal transition are known with 
good accuracy for the metals under consideration.    By a process similar 

to that outlined in Section 3. 2. .4, the X-ray source spectrum and energy 

best predicting the observed phase transition depths can b« determined. 

Clearly, the greater the number of independent phase transition depths 
obtained, the more definitively the spectral shape is determined.   Hence, 

three metals were used in two of the three pods.   Nevertheless, information 
on the spectral shape below about 5 kev is esst itially unobtainable from this 

gage.   Sulfur, which has a K-edge absorption coefficient discontinuity below 
that of chromium, was plated on the rear carbon disk in an attempt to extend 
the working limit of the gage below 5 kev. 

A variety of metals were tested for salt water corrosion during the 
developmental phase of Project 8B.   Salt water immersion of the plating 

was unavoidable with this instrument, thus making it necessary to use metals 
highly corrosion resistant. 

Cold, lead, and chrome platings were among the very few that survived 
salt water attack.   Sulfur, too, was satisfactory. 

Pyrolytic carbon was used as the X-ray-absorbing material because of 
its high conductivity radially (the "a" axes were parallel to the disk surface). 

This feature permits more rapid cooling of the metal film than would occur 

with conventional graphite.    The advantage of this lies in the reduction of: 
(1) diffusion of the plating into the carbon, (2) carbide-producing reactions, 

and (3) evaporation.   Because of the differences in the thermal character- 

istics and X-ray absorption coefficients, the carbon at the carbon-metal 

interface is considerably cooler than the metal, as much as an order of 

magnitude cooler in places.    Thus, extremely rapid conductive cooling of 

the very thin metal plate could be expected.   Carbon was selected over other 
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material«, because blowoff of carbon was eetimated to be nil.   Plaetics, 

under Star Flah condition«, would have vaporized badly. 

Vlaual examination of the type of pyrographite supplied for use in the gage« 

indicated what appeared to be strong density variations across the plane of 

the lamplef   A density mapping of large areas using high-resolution X-ray 

techniques showed, however, that the maximum local variations in density 

across the area was considerably less than 1 percent (Reference IS). 

As with other instruments, the face of this gage was protected from 
induced blowoff by a carbon shield.   Similarly, the rear internal carbon disks 

protected the metal case from the transmitted X-rays. 

2. 3. 3 Correlation Instruments.   It was believed that data 

correlating the SF' phenomena with those occuring under the 
would be extremely valuable. Accord- 

ingly the decision was made by AFSWC to include several of the X-ray-effects- 

measuring instruments designed for the SF' event in the 

No SF' diagnostic gages were used,inasmuch as this aspect of 
the experiment had extensive coverage already. 

Three fracture gages and three indenter gages were fabricated and delivered 
to AFSWC in April 1962.    The designs were essentially those discussed for 

SF' in Section 2. 3. 1, the modifications being in the cases and certain dimen- 

sions in order to accommodate the design to the catchers and 
the somewhat different flux levels. 

Fracture Gage.    A discussion of the theory and design of this gage has 
been presented in Section 2. 3. 1., Three of these gages were packaged in one 

cylindrical container and were identical except that the lucite cylinder lengths 

ranged from . 445 to . 390 inch.    Each cylinder hid a zinc button . 007 inch 

thick exposed to the X-rays.    The package of 3 gages was positioned at Station 
B3, a high-temperaturo.   '..^-flux-level station 

The entire assembly is shown broken down in Figure 2. 21. 

MK I Indenter Gage    An extensive discussion of this gage can be found in 
Section 2. 3. 1.   The~ version remained virtually identical to the 

SF' design except that the flange was removed from the case and skates sub- 
mitted (see Figures Z. 1Z and Z. 25) so that the entire gage could slide inside 
the catcher.   This indenter was stationed at B3 

and the sample ^apa were: (1) aluminum,    (2) 321 stainless steel, 
(3) gold,    (4) ARMCO imn 
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Mk 2 Ind«nt«r Gage.   Similarly, this instrument haa been treated In 
Section 2. 3. 1.   Two changes were introduced into the ^ta, 

(1) the case flange was removed and skates substituted (Figures 2. 23 ^nd 

2. 25) enabling the gage to slide in its catcher,and (2) the anvil spring was 

moved inside as in the Mk 1 arrangement.    This gage was stationed at T2 

and the sample slugs were: 

Mk 3 Indentsr Gage.   This gage was virtually identical with its SF* count« 
part, which has been discussed in Section 2. 3.1. The changes were the 

removal of the mounting flange and the addition of skates (Figures 2. 24 and 

2. 25) and the placing of the anvil spring inside the housing.   It was stationed 

at T?' The aluminum striker was 0.032 
inch thick.       Unlike the corresponding SF' gage, there was no control piston. 
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TABLE 2. 1  MK1 PISTON DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Pod 
No. 

Cap 
Material 

Cap 
Density Cap 

Thicknest 
Piston 
Material 

Shank 
Length 

gm/cm-5 inch inch 

51 Mg 1.74 - Mg 0.25 

Al 2,70 - Al 0.25 

Fe 7.87 0.01 Al      v 0. 24 

Cu 8.96 0.01 Al 0.24 

Zn 7.14 0.01 Al 0.24 

Sn 7.30 0.01 Al 0.24 

Au 19.30 0.01 Al 0.24 

32 Mg 1.74 - Mg 0.25 

Al 2.70 - Al 0.25 

Fe 7.87 0.01 Al 0.24 

Cu 8.96 0.01 Al 0.24 

Zn 7. 14 0.01 Al 0.24 

Sn 7.30 0.01 Al 0.24 

Au 19.30 0.01 Al 0.24 

S3 Mg 1.74 - Mg 0. 25 

Al 2.70 
4 

Al 0.25 

Fe 7.87 0.01 Al 0.24 

Cu 8.96 0.01 Al 0.24 

Zn 7. 14 0.01 Al 0.24 

Sn 7.30 0.01 Al 0.24 

Au 19.30 0.01 Al 0. 24 
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TABLE 2. 5   FRACTURE GAGE PARAMETERS 

Pod SI PodSZ Pod S3 

Button material Aluminum Magnesium Zinc 

Button thickness (cm) 6.6xl0*2 7. 2x 10'2 1.7x 10"2 

Button radius (cm) 0.36 0.36 0.36 

Anticipated peak 
transmitted stress 
(dynes/cm*) 

Lucite cylinder 
length (inch) 

(*)  .445 
(b)  .890 

(a) .445 V 
(b) .890 

(a) .445 
(b) .890 

TABLE 2.6 K-EDGE DETECTOR PARAMETERS. POD S3 

^*UV4 ̂ {^cliuL. 
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Figure 2.4    i*   ! >1 .nstrument layout, Shot Star Fish Prime. 
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Figure 2.5    Pod S2 instrument layout, Shot Star Fish Prime. 
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Figure 2.6   Pod S3 instrument layout, Shot Star Fish Prime. 
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Figure 2.11   Mk 1 indenter gage. 
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Figure 2.12   Mk 2 indenter gage. 
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Figure 2.13   Mk 3 indenter gage. 
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Figure 2.14   Metallurgy gage. 
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Figure 2.17   Calorimeter gaga. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Th« thrfl« initrumentcd pods from Star Fish Prim« were recovered and 

returned to Johnston Island by H+9 hours.   D-day was 8 July 1962 and H-hour 

was 2300; detonation date and time in world (Zulu) time were 9 July, 090009. 

0290 hours.   All Project 8B instruments were intact.   It was found that the 

radioactivity levels of the pods were low enough to permit removal of the 

instruments without resorting to remote handling.    The highest radiation 

level at H+9 hours was 2000 mr/hr at the surface of the rear bulkhead of 

PodS2. 
X-ray effects were immediately obvious on the three Project 8B pods. 

However, on only two pods were the.instruments exposed to the X-ray flux; 
the Pod 31 orienUtion was such that the contained instruments had been 

completely shadowed.   Determination of the unexpectedly large misorientations 

of Pods 82 and S3        was possible to within a degree or better.   All instru- 
ments were removed within four hours of return.   Figure 3.1 shows S3 upon 

recovery; the other two pods appeared in similar condition. 

By H+36 hours, all gages had been disassembled, rinsed carefully in 

fresh water,and sorted for subsequent inspection.    Beginning on Df 2,preliminary 

examination of each element was undertaken and reported in the Project 8B 
POIR.   The considerably more extensive study of the instruments accomplished 

in the ensuing data reduction program at Allied Research lead to the results 
presented in this chapter. 

3. 1   FUGHT CONDITIONS 

3.1.1   Trajectory and Burst Data. 

At the time of missile lift-off, it was reported that the gyro motor in Pod 

SI had attained a speed of about 3600 rpm instead of the design speed of 5700 rpm. 

All indications are that this pod tumbled after separation.   As far as is known 

the gyro motors in Pods 32 and S3 reached and maintained their intended speeds. 

Nevertheless, the gyros (ailed to limit the pods' precession. 

The trajectories of rmiitU and pods were close to those planned as were 
the ejection and burst •equancas.   Reentry, parachute deployment, and re- 
covery events were satisfactory. 

From tracking data, the burst position, positions of the pods, and their 
slant ranges to the burst have been determined accurately (Reference 16).   These 
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data »m presented in Table 3. 1 using the Bravo coordinate system.   The 

Bravo reference system employs x and y distances along a pUne tangent to 
earth at Point John on Johnston Island.    The altitude, z coordinate, la th 
distance above the tangent plane. 

Also in Table 3.1 is presented a summary of various burst time data- 
figure 3. 2 illustrates the pod-burst positions. 

3.1.2   Pod Orientations. 

Inspection of the Podi S2 and S3 revealed X-ray shadows cast by various 

projections.   The image edges were exceedingly sharp, particularly in the 

case of shadows cast by metallic projections, thus permitting accurate 

measurements of the angle of incidence of the X-ray flux.   In the case of 

Pod SI, it was apparent that its orientation was such that only the side and nose 
were illuminated, the instruments on the aft bulkhead being completely 
shadowed. 

Two types of pod orientation measurements were made.    A plane called 
the burst plane is formed by the longitudinal axis of the pod and the nuclear 

detonation (see Figure 3. 3).    The angle measured in this plane between the 
longitudinal pod axis and the burst is the off-axis angle,   6.   It is zero for a 

directly tail-on orientation and 180° for a nose-on orientation.    This angle 

was determined by meaeuring the shadow length and the height of the object 

casting the shadow.   On   Podi 82 and S3       such items as the Thor attach- 

ment fittings and the Mark 3 indenter striker plates furnished good references 
for this measurement 

The other orientation angle of interest is the roll attitude of the pod. 

This is the angle, +, measured in the plane of the instrument bulkhead 
between the burst plane and the YY pod axis, the latter being defined as 
passing through the pod umbilical fitting.    Positive roll angles are defined 

as measured clockwise from the YY axis when looking at the instrument 

bulkhead.   As before, the shadows produced by the cylindrical instruments 

protruding above the rear bulkhead were used to determine the roll angle. 

The off-axis angle for SI could not be accurately determined, because 

none of the protruding fittings were exposed.   It is possible, however, to 

estimate a lower bound for the off-axis angle.   Since no shadows or evidence 
of any X-ray impingement on rear bulkhead fittings was found, it was 

neceesary to use the shadowing produced by the X-rays on the cylindrical 
portion of the pod as a basis for the roll measurement.    Because these 

shadows were also sharp and distinct, an accurate measurement was pos- 

sible.   This angle and other measurements are presented in Table 3. 1. 
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3. 2   SPECTRAL GAGES AND DATA 

3. 2.1  Introduction.   There were three typee of inetrument« in the SF1 

pod« designed specifically to obtain information on the X-ray flux character- 

istic!; the  carbon calorimeter    for measuring total energy, the plated hole 

for determining the spectral shape, and SRI's K-edg«   detector which also 

was to record spectral characteristics.   Because of the misorientation of the 

pods, however, these instruments either failed to view the flux at all,  or 

else failed to operate correctly.   Fortunately, other experimental data and 

theoretical calculations are available which allow a reasonable estimate of 

the X-ray flux and radiating temperature to be made. 

Reference 10 gives results of a two-dimensional,  radiation-hydrodynamic 

code calculation of the weapon output. 

Results of X-ray diagnostic experiments are reported in Reference 31.    These 

data support the theoretical calculations within fairly broad limits, although 

indicating a slightly lower flux.    While not required in this report, an estimate 

has been made of the flux and   effective   radiating temperature as seen by 

the pods.   Since it is the author's judgment that the code calculations are 

probably an upper limit on the flux, has been chosen as the effective 

yield. 
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Using the effactive yield of and the pod ranges from Table 3.1 

one finds the free-field flux at the three pods to be: 

SI 

S2 

S3 

Placing objective limits on the accuracy of these numbers is not possible but 

the problem has been consider .ad, and the authors believe the effective yield 

is unlikely to be in error by more than + 20%. 

Although the diagnostic instruments failed, the X-ray flux produced 

effects which are a function of the total flux and its spectrum.   These 

effects are melting of materials to various depths when the melted material 

is shielded by varying thicknesses of X-ray attenuators.   In principle,   a 

sufficient amount of such data would allow the flux and spectrum to be deter- 

mined.   In practice,this it usually not the case for several reasons.   The 

spectrum is complicated,and there is jisually insufficient nonredundant data 

to obtain much resolution in the unfolding.   The basic data have errors which 

will appear as errors in the unfolded spectrum and, along with other problems, 

make it difficult to show that the spectrum is unique.   The melt or heating 

effects may be insensitive to parts of the spectrum, e. g., the highland low- 
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energy Ulla.   Thar« are uncarUintlea in the thermodynamic propertiea of the 

materiala and in their reaponae under very ahort heating pulaea; alao^he 

preaence of X-ray-induced shock wavea can conceivably affect the reaults. 

All of the above problema were preaent in the analyaia of the pod melt 

data and have made it impoaaible to make a uaeful unfolding of the apectrum. 

The data are conaistent with the total flux valuea given.   At the time the 

analyaia waa made, the effect of the iron in the weapon caae waa not realized 

and thia waa not taken into account.   A reanalyaia uaing thia information would 

perhapa give more uaeful reaulta.   The following aectiona preaent all the melt 

data but do not go into ita analyaia.   It ia hoped that thia will be done in a 

later report if more uaeful reaulta can be obtained. 

3.2. 2  Raw Physical Data.   The X-ray effecta atudied werfc the following: 

(1) melt deptha produced in steel,  (2) melt depths produced in aluminum, (3) 

variation of melt depth produced in aluminum aa a function of a preceding 

filter thickneaa, and (4) variation of melt depth produced in ateel aa a function 

of a preceding filter thickness.    Data in each of these categories were obtained 

from both Pods S2 and S3. It can be shown that item (2) and item (3) lead 

to redundant information; the resulting three types of data from the two poda 

yield aix independent views of the X-ray flux. 

The physical effects aroi«,  it ia interesting to note, because the pods 

were tilted, and would not have occurred had proper orientation been achieved. 

Also, the particular tilt angles .nvolved (^42°) werefortunate in that from 

the standpoint of data reduction accuracy the tilta were optimal.    Reference 

to Figurea 3.4,  3.5, and ). I ; «ill illuatrate how the effecta were produced 

by the obliquely impinging X • r tvs.    In Figure 3.4 (A) the X-raya are shown 

penetrating the edge of a striker plate attached to the Mk 3 indenter gage. 
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Th« diiUnce traveled through the etriker before reaching the steel case va 

from sero at the case edge to some maximum distance determined by the itriv 

thickneo.   At the outer edge of the steel case, unprotected by the striker, th 

flux was sufficiently intense to produce melting and vaporization.   However, at 

some distance in from the edge the flux fell to an intensity which was just in. 

sufficient to produce any melting at all.    This distance clearly was determined 

by the X-ray absorption characteristics of the striker and steel case, and the 

thermal parameters of the steel.    The crescent-shaped region on the top surface 

of the case wherein surface melting occurred is clearly defined in Figure 3.4(B). 

The remaining surface area was heated more or less but not melted.   Since 

there were ««vven different striker materials, each case showed a crescent 

area of different dimensions.   From    Pod 82,      five cases had crescents wide 

enough to permit study,whereas from the Pod S3 only three were deemed useful. 

A similar situation, illustrated in Figur« 3.5 (A), existed for the carbon- 

covered aluminum R/V gages.   Here,  instead of dealing with the crescent area 

around the outside of the case, the surface melting produced under the carbon 

shield around the center hole was studied.   Just as with the crescents on the 

Mk 3 cases, the R/V case crescents are simply the region in which the X-ray 

flux, having traversed the carbon shield, was still of sufficient intensity to 

cause surface melting of the aluminum.    Figure 3.5 (B) presents a photograph 

of a representative R/V gage face and shows the crescents clearly. 

A third and somewhat less important situation in terms of data acquired 

resulted from X-ray impingment of the Mk I aluminum pistons, both solid and 

capped.    These piston data merely supplemented those obtained from the S3 

R/V gage crescent« Just discussed.  From th« two aluminum pistons it was possible to 

maaeur« aluminum melt depth.   Figur« 3.11 shows the Mk 1 piston-case arrangement 

at the moment of X-ray exposure. 
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3. 2. 3  Data Extraction. 

Mk 3 Cast Creacentt. 

Th« single most valuabl« source of data was the Mk 3 steel case crescent. 
The measurement of interest was the width of the crescent, or more precisely, 
the width at which melting of the steel case ceased; in general;the two were 
virtually identical, the problem lying in identifying the exact positions.   It is 
interesting to note that the width of the crescent is the same everywhere if 
measured parallel to the direction of the X-ray flux (see sketch).     Consequently, 
it was possible to determine the crescent width anywhere on the crescent, 
although the position of least error clearly is found dead centhr.   From the 
crescent width measurement, the corresponding striker distance penetrated 
by the flux can be calculated. 

SKETCH or MK 3 CMC CRUCCNT 

The technique used for determining the position where surface melting 
ceased was the following.   A wedge-shaped section was cut from th« case 
through the    creeoent (see sketch)   such that on« face of the wedge was parallel 
to the X-ray direction.   Wherever possible, this face was cut near th« widest 
part of the crescent, but la a few Instances this was not possible beeaus« of 
bolt holes Interfering.   The side was then polished, stchsd, and examined 
under a high-power traveling-stage microscope.   Because th« wedge sections 

•IDM OUT our 

SKETCH Of CftlKCNT MCTIONINO 
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included a portion of th« original and unablatad mrface (region "b" ü» M, 

■ketch), it wai poeeibl« to plot a profile of the surface which showed how  t h 

eroded in the crescent region("A" in the sketch).   The profile enabled on 

determine the position where surface melting occurred,with good «ccurac 

An interesting feature of most cases was the almost complete absence 

a melt layer over the eroded area.   The existence of tiny inclusions known 
•ulfide stringers throughout the unmelted region of the steel case, all fin~. 

shaped and oriented parallel to the gage axis, acted as tiny melt sensors due 

to the fact that upon melting and resolidifying of the steel these stringers 

distort or disappear.    Along the entire distance of the eroded surface line 

these stringers usually extended right to the surface and ended abruptly, as 

though sliced through.   Occasionally a very thin melt layer remained on the 

surface (eee Figure 3. 6 for example), but in general the melt layer was either 

completely or almost completely gone.   Apparently,the sweeping action of the 
vapor trapped between the striker bottom, which did not melt, and the case 

was quite strong.   As a result, identification of the position where surface 
melting ceased was possible from a simple plot of the surfacs profile. When 
determining the location of sero surface melting, it was necessary to shave 

and repolish each section several times and average the profiles in order to 
minimise the effect of random surface irregularities. 

The profiles obtained from the five S2 cases examined are shown in 

Figure 3. 7, the three from Pod S3 in Figure 3. 8.   Table 3.2 presents   the data 
of interest. 

Although there were several different striker materials from which 

crescsnt erosion data were obtained, in principle the data were all redundant. 

This is because over the photon energies which influenced the crescent width, 

primarily above 5 kev, the slopes of the X-ray absorption coefficients from the 
different strikers are virtually identical,and there are no absorption edges. 
At least, within the uncerUinties and srrors associated with this whols 

technique, the slopes deviate so slightly over this range as to be essentially 

identical.    As a result, the difference in crescent widths is not because 

different regions of the spectrum were affected differently by the absorption 

characteristics of the strikers,  but rather, the crescent widths reflected 
only the variation in striker densities. 

There is an implicit assumption in the foregoing remarks, and that is that 

the energy below roughly 5 kev transmitted through the striker at the inner 

crescent edge is small compared to the rest.    The assumption is undoubtedly 

very good,simply because of the very high absorption coefficients at low energies. 
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Contidering the itriker-creicent data of Table 3.2 again, these can be 

used to estimate some of the experimental errors inherent in this technique. 

A best estimate of the value 

where { jr), = X-ray absorption coefficient of a given striker material at a 

given wavelength,   cmr/gm 

h, s mass distance through which the X-rays penetrated a striker 

to the maximum crescent width,   gm/cm^ 

can be obtained by avenging values for the several strikers studied and then 

noting the deviations from the average value.   In theory all the values of 

(if ), h, should b« identical.   Choosing 7 kev as a representative wavelength, 

the following table tabulates the pertinent quantities for the two pods (the 

graphs of ( j) can be found in Appendix O): 
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The d«vi»tion of th« nwasur«d valu« of (^)   h   from th« averagt S2 valu« 

i« at most only 12-1/2 percent, tatlly attributable to experimental errors 

Tbe maximum deviation of the S3 value* it comparable,  14 perctnt.   Ther 
«are obviously higher experimental errors associated with the S3 data 

compared to those of the S2 data,and   in addition, there wert less data with 

which to work.   It was possible to justify using crescent data from only 

three S3 cases—those with the C-124, Be, CH, strikers—for the reason 

that the crescents on the carbon and CNP covered cases were too narrow. 

The errors in width due to a slight misalignment of striker and case edges 

or to a slight beveling of the striker edge, or just ordinary measuring errors 
were deemed potentially too large to permit inclusion of the data from these 
two cases. 

To summarise, there are now two pieces of non-redundant data 
which could be used to help describe the X-ray spectrum.     One 

piece of the data consists of five observations from the 52 striker-steel case 
system.   The other independent bit of data consists of three observations 

from the S3 striker-steel case system.   For the purpose of calculation, a 

representative striker can be picked from each group as having the   average 
characteristics. 

Steel Melt Depths. 

The erosion profiles of Figure 3. 7 through the Mk 3 case crescents can 

be used to extract two additional pieces of independent, non-redundant data. 

These are the melt depths in unshielded steel in both pods.   From the erosion 

profiles a number of values can be-determined by estimating where the 

extrapolated profile would intersect the edge.   An average melt value is then 

calculated.   This procedure is necessary because the profiles become highly 

uncertain very close to the edge, in addition to which the exact edge position 

Is somewhat uncertain.   It should be remarked that the profiles are, as best 

as can be determined, actually the boundaries between the solid steel and 

the X-ray-melted regions.   When in the course of measuring the profile 

position a residual layer of melt was encountered, it was quite obvious, 
and the boundary position was easily ascertained. 

Table 3. 3 presents the estimates of profile-edge intersections for the 

five profiles available from Pod S2.   These are averaged and the result is 

converted into a slant penetration distance h     (because of the oblique incidence 

angle of the X-ray flux).   Also in Table 3. 3 are similar estimates for the 

three profiles from   Pod S3.       These data are much more uncertain than 
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those from S2 for several reasons. Errors due to edge position estimation, 
profile extrapolation, or striker edge alignment have a larger influence on 

the S3 result.   Also, rather than five profiles to average there are but three. 

The two steel melt depths determined are the following: 

•1 
redundant 

; 

R/V Case Crescents and Melting. 

The third source of independent data on the X-ray spectrum is determined 
from the response of aluminum when struck by the flux, botl^filtered and 
unfiltered.   It is too involved explaining in words the categories in which the 

various data to be presented fall, as well as the applicable redundancies; 
nence.the following outline is offered: 

Independent Data Piece (1)    Al Response in Pod S2 

(a) Al preceded by carbon filter 
(b) Al melt depths from, 

1. solid Al piston 
2. capped Al piston 

3. R/V case profiles 
Independent Data Piece (2)    Al Response in Pod S3 

(a) Al preceded by carbon filter^ 

(b) Al malt depths from, / 

1. R/V case profiles ( redundant 

2. upper bound data I 

The aluminum data are not redundant with the steel data, because aluminum 
has no K-edge in the energy region where most of the flux is present as does 

Iron.   This means that the phase change positions in aluminum have a different 
sensitivity to the spectral shape than those in the steel.   Also it is interesting to 

note that the melt depth data for aluminum give a view of the spectrum redundant 

with that of the carbon filter-Al detector system, unlike the analogous sets 

of steel data.    This characteristic results from the fact that neither 
aluminum nor carbon have an absorption edge fbove 5 kev.and the slopes of 

the absorption curves are essentially identical in the region of flux, whereas 

none of the strikers have absorption edges above 5 kev but iron does, at 
7. 1 kev. 
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With th«s« introductory remirki, consider now th« data acquired.   UtUta 
tht technique! described earlier, one S2 and two S3 aluminum R/V cai«t 

«ere sectioned through the center of their melted crescent-shaped regions 

(see sketch).   After polishing and etching, profiles of the surface were obtained 

tMMCC MITIM 

SKETCH OF 
*/V OAOE SECTIONING 

and are displayed in Figure 3. 9.   A curious feature of the surface in the 

eroded region, A, was the nearly complete absence of melt, which had been 
■wept out from between the carbon shield and the case fay the explosive 

force of the trapped blowoff vapors (see Figure 3.10).     Recognition of re- 

lolldifled melt was not difficult; sectioned resolidified material over the Up 

of the inside hole was clear.   Consequently, it is certain that the profiles of 

Figure 3. 9 represent the melt-solid boundary. 
Table 3. 4 presents the crescent width of each sectioned case and the 

corresponding maximum disUnce of carbon shield penetrated by the X-rays. 

Again, the visible crescent width corresponds almost exactly to the surfacs 

melting width. 
The depth of melt measurements were made in several ways which will 

be described briefly. 
Pod 82.    The erosion of two solid aluminum pistone was measured.   At 

a point near the edge of the unshadowed portion of the piston surface, the 

blowoff pressures swept away the melt layer toward the shadowed regions 

(where the pressure was zero), and thus the erosion depth measured at this 

part of the surface approximated the true melt depth, although in reality it 

was somewhat less. A second measurement came from the Al piston 
which was capped by an Al disk 0.003 ± 0.0002 inch thick. The piston under the 

cap had melted (the glue was so thin and transparent to X-rays as to be 
unimportant), and the total melt depth was taken to be the cap thickness 

plus the erosion depth of the piston face. Finally, two erosion depth 
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meaiurementa were obtained from the lectioned R/V ca«e mentioned earlier. 

The edge of the inside hole viewed the X-rayt directly,and the erosion profile 

under thia carbon was reasonably linear so that the profile-case edge inter- 

section could be estimated easily.   The depth of tuis intersection is converted 

to the slant penetration distance, h^ which is the true melt depth. 

Pod 83. The erosion profile-case intersection could be estimated for 

the two cases sectioned.    With appropriate conversions this data yields the 

Pod S3 aluminum melt depths. An upper bound estimate of the meit 

depth was made also.    The upper limit comes from the fact that the aluminum 

Mk 1 piston face under the 0.003-inctt Al cap did not melt. 

The depth of melt data are presented in Table 3. 5,and an average value 

is calculated for each pod.    The two melt depths are: 

As emphasized previously, the melt depth data and the R/V crescent width 

data are redundant.    That this is in fact true can be verified quickly by 

checking the quantity ( £-)A1 hm against ( -JJ ) carbon hc'    The two q«»nMi«« 

should be equal at a given range, to within experimental errors; at 7 kev it 

is found that: 

Pod 32 Pod S3 

'^Alhm 

( j'carbon h
c 

3.3   IMPULSE GAGE AND DATA 

Perhaps the most irr.oortant class of data extracted from the SF' X-ray 

experiment was the measurement of the blowoff-induced impulse for a variety 
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of material«.. Despite the loss of about half the SF* impulse data bee* 

the inversion of one pod and the misorientation of the remaining two 

ttantial amount of data of good accuracy has been obtained. 

The results to be presented in the succeeding sections are introduced 

according to the gage type from which they are obtained.   With regtrd to th 

Mk 1 and 2 indeaters,  it is necessary to discuss first a method which eval 

ates each indent (data point) such that its validity or spuriousness can be d 

termined.   A certain number of otherwise seemingly valid data points are 

ihown to be spurious.    The impulse results are then presented.   The results 

from the Mk 3 indent« rs do not require this preliminary evaluation. 

It will be shown that the following number of pistons or samples gave 

valid data: 

Pod 82 Pod 83 

Mk 1 15 out of 16 pistons 1 out of 16 pistons 

Mk 2 4 out of 16 pistons 1 out of 16 pistons 

Mk 3 7 out of 7 samples 7 our of 7 samples 

3. 3.1   Mk 1 and 2 Indenter Resultr.' 

Data Validity Study. 

An analysis of all the Mark 1 and 2 pistons was made by the Biophyiici 

Division at AFSWC to determine the radioactivity level of each piston.   By 

orienting each piston properly it was possible to obtain a count rate from 

th« expoMd fee«, tfa« tip, and two slde-on positions. The purpose of 

this effort was primarily to decide which pistons fired because of X-ray 

blowoff and which pistons firci 4t some later time from an entirely unre- 

lated force.    The technique developed acts as a kind of filter whereby the 

genuine data stand out clearly.and bad or uncertain data, often ostensibly 
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valid, appear aa invalid.    The reaaoning behind thia analyaia plua the cri- 

teria set up to categorize the data are presented below. 

It was found from photographic data (Raferane* 18) that the expanaloo rate of 

the weapon debria, that la the vaporized fission and case materiala, was 

approximately 1. 6 x 108 cm/sec.   At    Pods 82 and S3,      then, the debris 

arrived about 8 and 14 milliseconda after the bura^whereaa the X-rays ar- 

rived considerably earlier, . 04 and . 07 millisecond/     The diatance of 

travel for the piston to impact the anvil was about a centimeter,  so that for 

even the slowest moving of the pistons known definitely to have fired (about 

250 cm/sec),the time of travel waa only 4 milliaeconda.    The conclusion to 

be drawn is obvious:   a piston which fired becauae of X-ray4nduced blowoff 

would no longer have its face expoaed to the outaide environment by the 

time of debris arrival: an X-ray-fired piston would be within the indenter 

gage, at least partially protected and obscured by the gage front. 

It is clear then that a piston not fired will be hit by the weapon debria on 

ita exposed front face, whereas a fired piston will suffer a considerably dif- 

fused coating of debris which impinges all Over rather than primarily on the 

face.   Hence, by determtntng the radiation level of a particular piaton and 

its distribution, a decision should be possible about ita having fired.   As 

will be evident shortly    thu study was in fact highly successful in evaluating 

the validity of the indent 'Uta from the Mark 1 and 2 indenters. 

Mark 1 Data. 

The radioactivity rat«i found by the Biophysics Division at AFSWC for 

each piston are presented   n Tables 3. 6 and 3. 7 (Reference 19).   Looking at the 

Mark 1 count rate data :;r»t.  it is noted that the pistons can be separated 

into two clear-cut groups:    11) pistons with count rates below 10, 000 cpm in 
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«11 four positions, and (2) piston« with front fact count rates abov« 20 000 

cpm. th« other thret positions yielding lowsr count ratss than th« fact. On tK 

basis of th« «arlisr discussion it is obvious that pistons falling into th« fir t 

category firsd b«for« th« d«bris  arrived, that is. by the X-ray blowoff  an(i 

that th« second category pistons did not fire prior to debris arrival.   There 

is one exception, however.   Mark 1 pistons whose cap came off are indeter- 

minate.   In every case where the cap was off, the count rate was low.   That 
the caps probably came off after the debris had arrived is implied by two 

pistons in   Pod S3,     Case 033 Piston 3 and Cue 018 Piston 4.   These two 
pistons when retrieved were found unfired.   Also, their caps were off.   Yet 
the count rates on their faces were quite low, the conclusion being that the 
caps came off after debris impingement. 

The criteria applied to the Mark 1 data can be summarized by the follow- 

ing table. 

MARK 1 CRITERIA 

Count Rate on Face Cap Fired by X-rays? 

High (> 20,000 cpm) On 
Off 

No 

Not applicable 

Low ( < 10,000 cpm) On 
Off 

Yes 
? 

The validity of the Mark 1 data has been analysed in Tables3.8 and 3.9, 

which contain the following information: whether a particular piston was 

found in a fired condition, if an indent was made, if the cap was on or off, 
if the count rate on the face was high or low and the corresponding deduction 

at to its having fired, and what the final conclusion about the piston is. 

Consulting Table 3. 9   listing the Pod S3 pistons, it is noted that there was 

but one piston (arrow) which one can say definitely fired before the debris 

arrived.   Interestingly, there were several pistons, notably Case 035, that 

ostensibly had fired and indented but which this count rate analysis showed 

to be spurious since they fired after debris impingement. 
Although four fired pistons cannot be evaluated with certainty (question 

marks in table) only two of them resulted in indents, so that of the sixteen 
Mark 1 pistons in this Pod S3 only two give data which cannot be appraised. 

In view of the several spurious indents mentioned in Case 035, however, it 

would be best to discard these two indents. 
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A point worth noting i» that in thtt« data, at w«U a» un all th« Mark-1 
and 2 data, thtrt was a •ituation which might havt «riaen, produced a •eri- 

oui incontiattney, and thrown somt doubt on th« entire technique:   Namely, 

a   deduced   firing (cap on, low count rate) whereaa the piston waa actually 

found in an unfired condition.   Fortunately, neither thia nor any other incon- 

aiatency occurred. 
Turning to the Pod 82 Mark 1 data, Table 3.8   it is seen that the count 

rate was low for every piston face.   Although some pistons are technically 

uncertain because of missing caps, it is believed Justifiable from the con- 

sistency of the remaining data to conclude that all the pistons were fired by 

the blowoff impulse.   There is no evidence to suggest that any may have 

fired later, such aa waa true in   Pod 83,     and furthermore, there is a 

count rate characteristic which tends to support the above assumption.   This 
is that the uncapped pistons had side orientation count rates similar to those 

which remained capped, not significantly higher as generally is true when 

the debris engulfs an unfired piston (refer to Table 3. 11 for example). 
There is no ready explanation for th* lack of indent from Piston 2. Case 

006.   The count rate gives no unequivocal answer.   Perhaps the piston 

cocked and Jammed; thia could happen if one of the two reetraining apringa 

had accidently been installed double thickness. 
To summarise the evaluation of the Mark 1 indenter data by means of 

the count rate criteria, of the eix indents obaerved in   Pod S3     only one 

can be conaidered valid with any certainty.   The remaining indents are 
either clearly spurious (three) or indeterminable (two) and rejected.   It 

appears likely that all the indents made in Pod 82 were the  result of the 

blowoff impulse, half being definitely attributable to blowoff, the other half 

being uncertain but with good argument in favor of this conclusion. 

Mark 2 Data. 

The Mark 2 count rates determined for four areas on each piston are 

presented in Tables 3. 10 and 3.11.   Unlike the Mark 1 data,the count rates 

on the faces do not fall Into just two clearly defined and aeparated categoriea 

but rather into three, where the new category ia intermediate to the two ex- 

tremes.   The definitiona are almost as clear cut as before, but the conclu- 
sions are not quite as certain aa to the meaning of the count rate now; never- 

theless, screening of the data still reeults in vaatly improved evaluation of 
a given indent'a validity. 
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While the new grouping of the count rates introduces some uncertainty 
into the technique, the fact that the Mark 2 pistons remained intact, no caps 

to be lost, removes an even more important source of ambiguity in the 

results. 
Careful consideration of the count-rate data on the piston face led to the 

following three groups: (1) below 3,000 cpm, (2) 10,000 through 18,000 cpm. and 

(3) 24,000 cpm and greater.    The explanation for the low and high count-rate 

collections is straightforward.   The pistons fired by the X-ray blowoff re- 

ceived no direct debris impingement on the face and,hence,display a low 

count rate.   Correspondingly, the unfired pistons were struck face-on by 

the debris, and their faces are comparatively highly radioactive (as well as 

their sides, the debris apparently penetrating the small gap between the 
piston and the hole wall).   On the other hand, the reason for the intermediate 

radioactivity is somewhat obscure.   An attractive but otherwise speculative 

explanation is that these pistons cocked, jammed in their hole, and wer« in 
effect, moving so slowly that they were not free of their holes by the time 

of the debris arrival.   Although not being entirely out of the way, neverthe- 

less, they were partially shielded from the  debris and thus wer« coated to 
tome intermediate degree.   Since a number of Mark 2 pistons did indeed hit 
the anvil side-on rather than point-on, and this behavior can be attributed 

to cocking, the foregoing explanation gains some support. However, the 

meaning of the data in this intermediate category remains somewhat uncer- 

tain, and, in fact, if the supposition of cocking is   correct, the data is 

clearly of little value because an unknown fraction of the impulse energy or 

momentum was lost in the jamming action. 
The criteria applied to the Mark 2 data are presented in the following 

table: 

MARK 2 CRITERIA 

Count Rate Fired by X-ray? 

High (>24.000 cpm) No 

Intermediate 
(10,000 < cpm < .-•     )0) ? 

Low (< 3,000 rp-.i Yes 
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The evaluation of the Mark 2 indent data is presented in Tables 3.12 and 

3. 13.   The   setup   of the tables is similar to the Mark 1 tables and shows 

whether a given piston made an indent, if it was found in a fired condition, 

into what category the count rate fell, and if it indicated the piston had fired, 

and what the final conclusion about the piston is. 

Reviewing first the Pod S3 data, it is seen that although only two pistons 

were recovered in an unfired condition, and of the others saven had indented, 

only two pistons were concluded definitely to have fired.   Interestingly, these 

particular two pistons were both Oevcon samples.   Looking ahead for a mo- 

ment, of the two Devcons in the middle pod (see Table 3.12), one fired and 

the other probably fired, but is uncertain.   The rather astonishing conclu- 

sion is that Oevcon, which covered the Teak instrument pod in Operation 

Hardtack in 1958 for the express purpose of protecting the pod against the 

X-ray blowoff impulse, was an exceedingly poor choice.   Of all the Mark 2 

or Mark 1 materials it has been shown that only Oevcon and tin definitely 

generated a sufficient blowoff pulse to fire the piston under the low flux con- 

ditions of the far pod. 

To continue with the Pod S3 comments, another interesting point is evi- 

dent.   Of the three pistons for which the firing is uncertain, only one made a 

measurable indent.   SimtUrly, of the two Oevcon pistons which definitely 

fired, one made no indent, and the other made such a small indent that the 

firing threshold energy «•• ;ust barely exceeded, the threshold impulse for 

this piston being Consequently, there was but one 

definitely valid indent and   nly one possible indent rejected because of 

firing uncertainty. 
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Considtrlng the Pod S2 Mark 2 data, every piston was recovered in a 

fired condition. However, of the sixteen pistons, the count rate criteria 
show definitely that three did not fire and eight did fire as a result of the 

X-rays, the remaining five pistons being uncertain because the count rate 

fell into the intermediate group. Three of the five uncertain pistons had 

not indented and the fourth had struck side-on, making it valueless. The 

potential loss of data by discarding the one remaining indent value ia not 

large. 
There are four pistons (arrowed in Table 3.12) which fired prior to 

debris arrival and apparently produced indents.    Four others (ired legiti- 

mately but either hit side-on indicating that cocking and jamming occurred, 
or in one case did not indent at all.   It is unfortunate also that there was no 
duplication between any two of the valid indented samples. 

Summarising the Mark I count-rate analysir, of the fourteen apparently 
fired pistons initially considered in     Pod S3,       it was found that only one 

indent was clearly valid.   There were six other indents, but they were 
either spurious (five) or uncertain (one).   The evaluation of the Pod S2 

pistons brought out that half fired because of the blowoff impulse, but only 

half of these, four, produced measurable indents. 

Mark 1 Impulses. 

The elimination of spurious indent data by the foregoing count-rate 

analysis provides high confidence in the validity of the remaining data pre- 

sented here and in the  following section. 
The raw indent data, pertinent parameters, and corrected impulses are 

presented for the nonspurious Mk 1 indents from Pods S2 and S3 in Tables 
3.14 and 3. 15.   Indents which were shown definitely to be invalid h».«» not 

been treated.   Although a number of S2 indents cannot be verified without 

question by the count-rate evaluation, the argument given in the preceding 

section for their validity hat been accepted and the data consequently have 

been reduced.   As a result, all the pistons except three in the S2 gages 

yielded impulse data, whereas all of the pistons except one in Pod S3 

failed to yield impulse data. 
It can be shown that the interpretation and reduction of the data is not 

complicated by whether the pttton was found with its sample cap on or off; 

it is necessary only  to use the proper piston mass.   The explanation is the 
following.   If the cap remained on, as it did in a few instances, the blowoff 

energy and momentum arc completely contained within the piston and cap 
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system.    That situation is, in a sense,    ideal,    and the momentum is theo- 

retically all accounted for in the movement of the piston.   When the cap came 

off, on the other hand, the sequence of events must be examined a little more 

closely.   The cap and piston dimensions were such that the compressive 

pulse generated by the X-ray blowoff was entirely within the piston by the 

time that the leading edge of the pulse, having been reflected from the tip, 

returned to the cap-piston interface.    This returning pulse was, of course, 

a tension wave and as such was responsible for the separation of the cap from 

the piston when the tension exceeded the tensile strength of the glue bond. 

No other boundary tension existed prior to the first return of this pulse. 

Thus, in instances where the caps came off, it is probable that they separated 

after only one traversal of the piston by the blowoff pulse, the caps simply 
falling out of the gage (the piston, gage, and pod fell away, to be precise). 
Support of this analysis comes from the fact that none of the caps were found 

inside the gages.   The glue bond should have broken almost immediately upon 
incidence of the leading edge of the  tension wavefthus resulting in contain- 

ment of virtually all the momentum and energy of the pulse within the piston 
proper.   However, even in the event that the pulse should have succeeded 
in re-entering the cap appreciably; the cap thiclmesses and acoustic proper- 

ties were such that at any given time only a small fraction of the momentum 

could have been within it.   Consequently, whether the cap remained attached 

or not, it is certain that the  initial blowoff energy or momentum was essen- 

tially all contained within the piston.    The losses due to breaking glue bonds 

or to trapping of momentum within the cap are believed small.   In reducing 
the data it is necessary only to adjust the piston mass by the loss of the cap 
mass. 

It will be noted in Table 3.14 that the indent data from the two aluminum- 
capped pistons has not been reduced even though the count-rate analysis 

showed the indents to be due to the X-ray impulse.    The defect involved was 

fortunately unique to these two pistons.    Discarding this data was necessi- 

tated by the fact that the Al caps were not separated from the pistons in the 

manner just described, but rather because they were literally blown off. 

Unintentionally, the caps had been made too thin, 0.003 inch, so that the X-ray 

flux transmitted through the caps was still of sufficient intensity to produce 

melting of the piston facet.   Certainly, there was then generated enough vapor 

pressure, either from the aluminum face or, more important, from the glue, 

to pop off the cap.    Two uncertainties are thereby injected into the analysis. 

First, an unknown and possibly appreciable impulse was given to the piston 
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from th« cap mas« and iti velocity because of thii Internal blowoff, «Q^ 

f econd, the moment of cap separation is now unknown; the blowoff pulse 

generated in the front of the cap may or may not have been transferred to 
the piston. 

Therefore, the S2 data from the Al-capped pistons have been discarded 

It is interesting to observe that the indents (and thus the impulses) of these 

pistons are considerably larger than their solid Al, uncapped counterparts 
This discrepancy apparently confirms the questionable validity of the data. 

Why the S2 copper-capped piston failed to indent is not known.   It has 

been suggested that two restraining springs were accidentally assembled 

thus causing the piston to cock. Jam in its hole, and expend its kinetic enerav 
working down the hole. 

In determining the face area exposed to the X-ray flux (see Figure 3.11) 

an unavoidable uncertainty in the value exists for two reasons.   First, it was 

not possible to determine the exposed area for each piston individually, be- 
cause the exposure boundary was too uncertain, generally; melt slopped or 
•plashed over into the unexposed portion.  It turned out that it was possible 
to measure the exposed area for only two pistons on each pod with any de- 

gree of accuracy.   The exposed areas were virtually identical for both pods, 
52%.   Thus, it was necessary to apply the exposed area measured and aver- 

aged from only two pistons to the data from all the other pistons.   But since 
there were variations in the surface height of the pistons because of the vari- 

ous cap thicknesses, as well as variations in shank lengths and seating of the 
pistons in their holes (the piston could sit over to one side since there was 

, 006«inch clearance), the shadowing of the piston faces by the carbon shield 
varied from piston to piston.   Consequently, the true  exposed area varied 

from piston to piston and was not necessarily the 52% value  used in the cal- 

culations.  A second source of uncertainty lies in determining the exposed 

area itself on the pistons actually examined.    Even for these selected pistons, 
there was some uncertainty in the boundary position for various reasons. 

Consequently, the figure of 52% exposure must have an associated error 

attached to it.   A reasonable estimate is believed to be + 8%. 

Although the upper edge of the carbon shield shadowed the Mk 1 piston 

caps (see Figure 3.11)       there was a certain thickness of carbon through 
which the X-rays could traverse and still be of sufficient intensity to melt 
the cap.   Hence, one would expect a crescent-shaped region on the cap sur- 

face, adjacent to the fully exposed arei, in which melting occurred, but to 

a progressively diminished degree as one travels away from the exposed 
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region.    Alto, th« relative widths of this shadowed crescent should depend 

on the X-ray and thermal characteristics of the cap material, in general 

being in proportion to the effect observed in the exposed region.   Another 

interesting point is that the shadowed crescent should be quite small on the 

caps fsom the far pod.   Observation showed that all this was clearly the 

case.    The partially melted crescent region is clearly visible in the photo- 

graphs of Figure 3. 12, where an S2 zinc cap and Al solid piston are 

shown.   The three regions discussed are illustrated for two metals having 

contrasting responses to the X-ray flux; the zinc is rather easily melted, 

the aluminum is not.   The flow of melted material is, as would be expected, 

toward the shadowed region; a high pressure gradient existed between the 
two regions. 

As a result of the partial exposure, one component direction uf the re- 
sultant impulse on the piston was such as to produce a torque about the cen- 

ter of mass.   (Had the entire cap surface been exposed as planned, regard- 

less of the X-ray flux  angle, the impulsive force would have been parallel 

to the piston axis, and no torque J would have arisen.)   Consequently, the 
pistons attempted to rotate or cock in their holes as they moved forward. 
It is difficult to estimate the energy or momentum losses involved with this 

process, but it is felt that several factors combined in the Mkl design to 

minimize its importance.   The most influential factor was the optimal piston 

length to diameter ratio which precluded sever« cocking angles during the 

initial movement and afforded time for the constraint of the hole to straighten 
out the piston direction.    This factor was missing in the Mk 2 piston design, 

to be discussed shortly, as evidenced by the almost complete loss of data 

there, even from Pod S2. In evaluating the Mk 1 data, then, it is neces- 

sary to keep in mind the uncertainty introduced by the cocking and scuffing 

losses.    However, the remarkable indent agreement between identical Mk 1 

samples, for Pod S2,        as well as the excellent agreement of the Mk 1 Al 

impulses with the Mk 3 Al impulses tend   to confirm that the data are 
meaningful. 

The impact tilts shown in the tables were determined from the character 

of the anvil indents and indicate a slight cocking of the piston in flight.    The 

tilt values are not excessive and are not a problem in applying the anvil cali- 

bration.    Appendixes   B and C discuss the anvil indent calibrations and the 

analysis of tilted indents.    The correction for the energy absorbed by the 

restraining springs is developed and graphically displayed in Appendix C. 
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With the« calibration« and corrections, the quantities in Tables 3.14 and 
3.15 are self-explanatory. 

The single seemingly valid impulse value extracted from the S3 gages, 

for tin, is highly uncertain.   The impulse delivered was so close to the 

minimum permitting firing that almost all the initial kinetic energy of the 

piston went into deflecting the restraining springs (note the difference be- 

tween K£r and K£o, the final and initial energies^respectively).   The twin 

of this Sn-capped piston failed to fire; apparently, it did not experience even 

the minimum impulse.   Therefore, it is believed that this S3 tin impulse 
value should be considered as very approximate. 

Mark 2 Impulses. 

The exposed samples in the Mk 2 gages were non-metallic R/V or plastic 
materials which, in general, were appreciably more transparent to the 

X-rays than the metals capping the Mk 1 pistons.   For this reason, as dis- 

cussed in Section 2. 3.1, the Mk 2 piston design was unlike that of the Mk 1 

piston, the exposed sample being a cylindrical plug glued into the recessed 
metal piston shell.   Although embodying highly desirable features, the spe- 

cific design parameters used, in conjunction with various ramifications of 

the pod mis-orientation, resulted in such an erratic  firing pattern that even 
the indents validated by the count-rate analysis become suspect.   The rea- 

sons for and the uncertainties associated with this Mk3 data will be developed 

in the following text.   First, however, the available data will be presented. 

It was concluded from the count-rate analysis that of the S3 gage indents 

only one was attributable to X-ray-blowoff. and that of the five indents found 

in the S2 gages four were clearly X-ray induced while on« was uncertain. 

The data are presented in Tables 3.16 and 3. 17   including the one question- 
able indent from the S2 Avcoit« sample.   The tables are virtually self- 

explanatory; the same corrections and calibrations applied to the Mk 1 data 
are applied here and have been treated in detail in Appendixes   B   and C. 

The interpretation of the Mk 2 data is not complicated by samples or cap 

loss, as was true for some Mk 1 data.   The blowoff energy and momentum 
delivered to the Mk 2 pi«ton« was compl«t«ly trapped.   If sample loss or 

front surface spalling had occurred,then an analysis of the possible momen- 

tum change would again have been required.   No spalling or sample loss was 
observed from any of the pistons. 

Determining the exposed sample areas was considerably simplified by 

the fact that all the samples ablated cleanly, that is, there was not a melt 
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layer aplaahed over Into the unexposed area and obscuring the boundary (Figure 3.13). 

On all eunples the area exposed wae clear cut. the materials apparently 

went directly from solid to gaseous biowoff products.   The areas exposed 

to the X-rays were different for the two pods because of the aperture shields 

used.   The value varied little from piston to piston in Pod S2,      and a rep- 

resentative value of . 50 cm2 was used in the calculations. 
A crescent-shaped region bridging the exposed to the unexposed areas 

was again evident on all samples wherein the X-rays traversed a portion of 

the carbon shield prior to hitting the sample (refer to Figure 3. 11, which 

illustrates this point for the Mk 2 samples even though picturing a Mk 1 

sample).    The uncertainty in the effective blowoff area is thus present again, 

but generally,this transition region is estimated to affect the representative 

area measurement by less than + 10%. 
Ostensibly at least, the data reduced for the Mk 2 pistons seem thus far 

to be trustworthy; the count-rate tests we.     massed, spall or sample separa- 

tion did not occur, and the various measurements, parameters, and correc- 

tions could be applied straightforwardly to determine the Impulse values. 
Yet,there are several disquieting aspecte to the data which result in some 

question about their accuracy. 
In particular, it is apparent that cocking and Jamming of the pistons in 

their holes was an acute problem with the Mk 2 design.   All pistons that had 

fired were examlned,and in every case polished scuff marks on the shank 

were found and are considered evidence of jamming.   The marks were in- 

variably found most clearly onjone side of the   shank up near the front sur- 
face and on the other side of the shank down near the start of the tip.   It 

is concluded that what had happened was the following.   The unequal blowoff 

pattern produced a torque on the piston about its center of mass so that it 
cocked until restrained by two points of contact with the hole, the front edge 

and the bottom of the shank.   At the same time the piston was moving for- 

ward, hence the polishing and scuffing of the piston at the two points of con- 

tact.   As the piston progressed, it also ricocheted back and forth.   It is 

speculated that the Mk 2 shank length to diameter ratio was so low that the 

bore could not effectively dampen the side to side movement.   In addition, 

a protective coating had been applied to the magnesium pistons which was 

comparatively rough and may well have contributed to any seizing. 

Confirming the foregoing evidence is the fact that of the eight S2 pistons 
known to have fired from the X-ray impulse (see Table 3.12)      one did not 

indent at all, three hit the anvil side-on, and of the four which indented, 
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three had large impact tilt«.  18° to 30°.   Of the two valid S3 firinge, on« 
piston impacted at 30° and the other not at all.   This evidence euggeete 

•trongly that severe cocking and jamming was common to all the Mk 2 piston 
and that the energy lost thereby was appreciable for cerUin pistons. 

It is not possible to evaluate these data in terms of impulse self- 

consistency between identical samples, since no duplicate indents were ob- 
tained.   Nor are there any cross checks with other data sources, as was 
possible between the aluminum Mk 1 and Mk 3 samples. 

The conclusion is the following.   It is a certainty that cocking of the Mk2 

pistons occurred and momentum and energy were thereby lost.    The error 
introduced into the impulse data is unknown, but may be   substantial.   The 

impulse values, therefore, should be considered as lower bounds. 

Mark 1 and 2 Uncertainties and Errors. 

A summary of the relevant errors and uncertainties affecting the impulse 
values of the Mk 1 and 2 indenter gages is given in this section.   Wherever 
possible a quantitative estimate of the uncerUinty is made. 

Indent Sixe.   Any error in measuring the sise of the anvil indent be- 
comes a magnified error in the impulse value. Inasmuch    as the impulse 

varies as the three halves power of the indent diameter.   The probable im- 

pulse error diminishes with increasing impulse valua» from as much as 

about + 30% at the very lowest (S3) impulse to perhaps + 5 percent at the 

highest.   The error inherent in the calibration curve itself is probably very 
small, less than a few percent at all energy values. 

Restraining Springs.   The uncertainties associated with correcting 
for the effect of the piston restraining springs have been treated in Appendix 

C.   For all S2 Mk 1 and 2 impulse data, the uncertainty arising from varia- 

tions in the spring constants and other parameters is less than a few percent. • 

The vucertainty associated with the S3 pod data (only one data point for each 
type of gage) is on the order of 50%. 

Piston Weights.    These are known extremely accurately and contri- 
bute essentially no uncertainty to the impulse values.    Only for those Mk 1 

pistons whose caps came off is there some mass uncertainty involved.   It 
has been estimated as no more than + 3%. 

Blowoff Areas.    For the Mk 1 and 2 pistons alike, errors in the ex- 
posed area value used in the data reduction are reflected directly into im- 

pulse errors.   The several components contributing to this one uncertainty 

are the following:   (a) deviations from the representative area value which 
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wag used for »11 pistons from a given gag« type, (b) measuring errors in the 

representative area considered, and (c) the unknown degree of contribution 
to the total impulse from the partially screened region.   The overall uncer- 

tainty of this error source is estimated at less than + 15%. 
Mk 1 Energy Loss.   For those pistons losing their caps, the energy 

loss through trapping of some energy and momentum in the cap can be as- 

sessed.   In the ideal case, the piston separates from the cap. which remains 

stationary, and moves off with virtually all the momentum.   The worst pos- 

sible case «ould occur if the piston separated slightly but the cap moved 

along with it at the same average    velocity.   There, through total momentum 

conservation, it is clear that the momentum of the piston is reduced by the 

amount carried by the pursuing cap.   The momentum ratio of cap to piston 
is just the mass ratio; since these caps to piston mass ratios are at most 
6%, then this figure represents the maximum impulse uncertainty for this 

effect. 
Cocking Losses.   Attaching an error value on the data from cocking 

and jamming effects is not possible.   As indicated in the foregoing discus- 

sions, it appears that the Mk 2 impulse data were subject to severe cocking 
effects and should be considered lower bound, whereas the Mk 1 data may 

have been affected nominally. 

An estimate of the total error associated with the impulse data can be 

made with the above individual error sources, but   excepting cocking losses: 

52 Total Error *   + 20%        (Mk 1 and 2 Data) 

53 Total Error + 60% (Mk 1 and 2 Data) 

A cocking correction would shift the impulse data to higher values. 

3. 3. Z   Mark 3 Indenter Results. 

Data ValiditY. 

The Mark 3 indenter system has been discussed in detail in Section 

2. 3.1.    The principal depart':r» of this gage from the Mk I and 2 de- 
vices is that the blowof' imptiUe is measure! indirectly and depends on 

the transmission of momentum from the exposed material (the striker) to 
the piston which then traps this momentum.   Advantages and disadvantages 

alike result from this design.    An advantage which becomes obvious immedi- 

ately upon presentation of the data is that the Mk 3 design was such that its 
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function wag not impaired by the pod mieorientation, at were the Mk 1 
gages.    The impulae data from not only the S2 gage« but the S3 »a«. . 

• •■■ •• well 
are conaiatent and, aa will be shown, valid.   This fortunate situation a 

from two sources; first, the Mk 3 design exposed one large striker disk 

the X-rays, not small individual piston faces, so that the entire striker 

unshadowed by surrounding objects, despite the pod tilt.   Thus, the blowoff 

pulse traveling through the striker was generated equally across the entire 

front surface and was a plane parallel wave when it entered the pistons, so 
that no torques were introduced.   Second, the momentum enhancement phe- 
nomenon meant that the momentum delivered to the piston was, except for 

the Be and Al strikers, larger than that generated in the striker.   These 
factors resulted in proper operation of the devices in both pods simply be- 

cause the pistons experienced fairly large impulses normal to their front 
faces (for those strikers generating impulses above the firing minimum). 

It is not possible to make an evaluation of the indent data validity for the 

Mk 3 gages similar to that presented for the Mk 1 and 2 gages.   That analy- 

sis depended upon measuring the radioactivity of the exposed pistons; here, 
however, the pistons were completely shielded by the strikers which inter- 

cepted the weapon debris.   Nevertheless, it is possible to argue convincingly 
that the Mk 3 impulse data is valid for the reasons outlined below: 

No Preflring.   It is obvious when a piston fired prior to the X-ray 

burst.   The X-rays penetrate the striker and image the projected piston 
hole on the lead anvil by either lightly melting the anvil surface or by 

vaporising the surface oil film.   One S3 pod piston did, in £actfprefire. and 

the projected hole was clearly imaged on the anvil.   It is   certain that none 

of the other pistons prefired since no other images were found.   The trans- 
mitted X-ray flux would have been sufficient through any other striker to 
produce a similar image. 

Certification Test Implications.   The results of Tiger Fish, wherein 

no burst occurred, showed that firing of the pistons during reentry accelerations 

would be marginal.   It should be mentioned that the restraining springs of 

the Mk 3 gages were reduced in tension subsequently such that Mk 1 Tiger- 
fish results are more appropriate here.    Had any pistons not been fired by 

the X-ray impulse, the conclusion is that they might have barely fired during 

reentry.   This indicator is indeterminate. 

Control Piston Results.   The control piston,     one in each Mk 3 gage, 

was    shortened so that the blowoff puls« could hot be transmitted to it 
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through the itriker.    However, the pulie could be felt by the control piston 

much attenuated after it had traversed the steel gage wall and entered the 

piston via the small flange pressed against the inside gage face (see Figure 

2.13).   Hence, the control piston could be fired by the X-ray impulse, but 

with a much reduced velocity compared to the test pistons.    Now the crite- 

rion by which one can evaluate the indent validity is the following.    If spuri- 

ous post-burst impulses or decelerations fired the pistons in a given gage, 

then all the indents,  including the control, should be the same.   If the con- 

trol indent is smaller than the test indents, then the test data is probably 

valid.   In all gages the control piston either did not fire or produced an in- 

dent smaller than the test indents. 

The general conclusion is then that the Mk 3 indenters fired from X-ray- 

induced impulses except for one that clearly prefired.    The data are valid 

with a high degree of certainty. 

Data Presentation. 

The X-ray-induced blowoff impulses for the various Mk 3 striker materi- 

als are displayed in Tables 3.18 and 3. 19 for Pods S2 and S3, respectively. 

These impulses,  it should be remembered, are from an X-ray flux incident 

on the strikers at an angle about 42° off normal.   No attempt has been made 

to adjust the data to normal incidence values. 

The calibration curve by which the piston kinetic energy is obtained 

from the indent diameters is discussed and presented in Appendix B.    Also, 

the restraining spring correction used to determine initial kinetic energy, 

K£0,  is treated in Appendix C.    Enhancement factors and related parameters 

are presented in Table 3. 20 with the sources indicated for the various values. 
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CerUin features of the impulse datm are of interest.    The theory that 

control pistons were not fired during reentry or water impact but by the 

weakly transmitted X-ray impulse gains additional support by the way 

which the S2 control indents increase in size with increasing impulse     Th 

low-impulse striker, carbon, failed even to fire the control while the hi h 

impulse (unadjusted) material, polyethylene, produced the largest control 

indent.    The S3 controls failed either to fire or to indent^the transmitted im- 

pulses evidently being too small in all cases.   Had reentry or water impact 

decelerations been responsible for the firing of any pistons, the pattern of 

firing and indent values in Tables 3. 18 and 3. 19 simply would not have been 

explainable. 

Of note also is the fact that wherever the impulse was sufficient to fire 

more than one test piston, above a few hundred taps, the values are very 

close.   Deviation from a mean or average impulse value is generally less 

than five or six percent.   In the case of the S3        C-124 gage there was 

some inconsistency.   It appears, however, that in this instance the two 

weakly indenting pistons probably cocked and jammed in their holes.   The 

high-impact tilts imply that conclusion, and as a result those two data points 

are discarded.   The one Ur?e diameter, low.tilt indent,  is believed correct. 

The one low-indent value found on the S3 polyethylene anvil is undoubtedly 

attributable also to cocking,   and   t too has been discarded. 

The S2 carbon striker apparently produced one indent.    However, because 

of the large-impact tilt and the   misalignment  of the indent with the hole axis, 

it is clear that the true impulse value is highly uncertain.    The carbon evi- 

dently did succeed in bareiy ient-rating the minimum firing energy as evidenced 
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by the fact that the other two test pistons fired.   This minimum value it very 

uncertain, but on the order of the corresponding minimum 

firing impulse is (» tap is 1 dyne-eec/cm ).   Hence^he im- 

pulse for carbon is very crudely determined to be about this value.   Similarly 

the S2  beryllium  impulse is very uncertain but somewhere between the mini- 

mum firing value of *nd the indent value of 

We do not know that the S3 carbon and beryllium impulses were zero, 

only that they were below the minimum firing impulses.   Also, the values for 

the S3 CNP and the carbon paint lie between the values shown and the 

minimum firing value, since in each instance one of the pistons remained unfired. 

The results of Table 3. 19 show that the 

Steel Case Perturbation. 

A problem arose which was of some concern during the data reduction 

program.   For various reasons, the Mk 3 case material was steel, whereas 

aluminum should have been used so that the striker-case interface would 

have been the same as the striker-piston interface.    The steel case, during 

the traversal of the blowoff pulse across the interface, moved a smaller 

distance than the aluminum piston, thus generating a shear wave in the 

striker at the circumference of the piston.    The effect of the shear wave on 

the momentum delivered to the piston was unknown and feared appreciable. 

It will be shown now, however,  that except for the beryllium and aluminum 

strikers the upper bound error introduced into the impulse values by the 

shear wave was very small. 
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A «hear wave disturbance travels from the periphery toward th* 
"' center 

of the piston face, principally in the striker.    The area A'lt) traversed 

any given moment is: 

A'(t) »»vrt   |2r0 - vrt] 

where: vr « shear wave velocity 

SKETCH SHOVftNQ 
SHCAf PKO^AGATION 

At the same time, a compressive wave is passing through the whole piston, 

striker interface, normal to the piston face. Or at any instant, the area in 

which the compressive pulse is not interfered with by the shear wave is: 

A (t) » »(r0 - vrt)2 

It appears that the   worst case,    or the maximum effect the shear wave 

could have on the net momentum transmission going on across the boundary, 

would be to reduce it to zero in the region already reached by the shear wave. 

Putting a net negative momentum or particle movement into the piston is 

impossible under the circumstances of a non-bonded interface.because the 

tensile stress necessary to produce a negative momentum cannot be sustained 

under these conditions. 

Hence, the worst case is that when the shear wave reaches a given radial 

position, the net transfer of momentum across that position drops to zero. 

After a time, T ,  the compressive wave traveling into the piston is over, and 

the shear wave does not etfect the particle movement in the piston.    That is, 

after time,  t, the stress across the boundary ahead of the shear front is 

zero. 
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It appears, then, that the effect of the shear wave on the piston momen- 

turn exists only during the traversal time of the compressive wave, and at 

most.cuts off momentum transferral in the area it has passed over.   We 

can calculate the momentum that can be passed across the striker-piston 

interface; assume the compressive pulse to be square wave in character, 

that is, the peak pressure is constant for a time, T : 

dM   =   A (t)    .     P0 dt 

where: 

A0     = total piston face area 

A(t)   » piston area not traversed by the shear wave at any time 

dM    =  the total momentum transmitted by the compressive wave 

into the piston in a time interval dt across the area A'(t) 

Po     = Pe»k P"«»ure of compressive pulse assumed constant 

for a time o ♦ T 

then: 

M 
■P'Jo 

T 

A( 

M 
Jo 

<ro 

r 
M s  AnP„T 

O    0 
i. 

^oV   +  ^2t2)dt 

The bracketed term is the fraction of the theoretical maximum momen- 

turn which can cross the interface under the    worst-case   conditions 

assumed. 
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Consider the magnitude of this term for the various strikers, assuming 

a compressive pulse length of 30 shakes, which is a reasonable value: 

.7 
T   =   3 x 10     sec 

r0   =   .71 cm 

Mat'l Shear Vel. M/P0 TAo N^aximum 

Lower Limit Impulse Error 

cm/sec percent 

C 1.3 x 105 .95 5 

Be 
5 a 

9. Ox lO3 .67 33 

Al 
5 a 

3.Ox 10 .87 13 

CNP 
5 b 

1.3 x lO3 .95 5 

C.124 
5b 

1.5 x 103 .94 6 

AV.2 1.6 x lO5 .93 7 

CH2 0.5 x 105 * .98 2 

aRefe rence 20 

b60% of sound velocity 

Thus, the reduction in true impulse due to this shear wave interaction is 

small except for beryllium and aluminum.    It should be stressed,  however, 

that these error values are upper limits; transfer of momentum across the 

area reached by the shear wave may well have occurred to some extent, 

and the assumption of a square pulse rather than a more realistic shape 

such as a triangular pulse increases the amount of momentum which can be 

effected by the shear wave. 
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Mark 3 Error» and Uncertaintiea. 

A summary of the uncertainties and errors associated with the Mk 3 

data is given below.    The steel case error discussed separately in the 

previous section is systematic, that is.  it results always in a net impulse 

loss. 

Indent Size.    Indent-measuring errors translate into impulse errors 
i 

through the three-halves power of the indent size.    Thus,the impulse value 

is somewhat sensitive to this error.   It is estimated that for indent diam- 

eters above about 1 mm the impulse uncertainty is less than + 6%; the 

remaining impulse data in Tables 3. 18 and 3. 19 from indents around . 35 mm 

have errors estimated at 25%. 

Restraining Springs.   The uncertainties arising from variations in 

the spring parameters are discussed in Appendix C.    This error is insig- 

nificant, less than a few percent, for all impulses,except for several that 

were close to the minimum firing impulse, that is, indent diameters close 

to . 3 mm.    For those very low values,  the uncertainty is on the order of 

50%. 

External Impulse».    The effect of disturbances or impulse» originat- 

ing outside the indenter gage on the momentum transfer process occurring 

at the striker-piston interface have been studied.    It can be shown that ex- 

cept for the polyethylene striker gage,  any external impulse such as that 

generated by the carbon shield will not be felt by the piston while it is still 

in contact with the striker.    This error source in any event is considered 

to be negligible. 
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Calculated Enhancement Factors.    For thoie gages where the momen- 

tum enhancement was calculated from acoustic data, error is introduced by 

uncertainties in the values taken for (a) acoustic impedance of aluminum, 

(b) sound velocity of striker material, and (c) density of striker material. 

Assuming an uncertainty in the value of aluminum's acoustic impedance of 

+ 10%, the largest corresponding uncertainty in any of the enhancement factors 

would be _+ 5%.    Also,  although the effective sound velocity of some of the 

materials may be highly uncertain, it has little effect in general on the enhance- 

ment factor calculated.    This error results in less than a _+ 5% error in the 

enhancement factor.    The density error can be neglected,as it is inconsequen- 

tial. 

AFSWC Enhancement Factors.   The enhancement factors supplied by 

AFSWC are the result of PUFF Code calculations with experimentally determined 

equation-of-state data and are inherently more applicable to the high-stress 

conditions of the Mk 3 gages.   It is estimated that the values determined for 

these materials,  CNP,  C-124, Avcoat-2, are accurate to within + 5%. 

Cocking Losses.    Again,the energy losses resulting from pistons 

cocking or scuffing along their holes is unknown.    However, except for 

certain gages where only one piston fired,   it is possible to sort out the jammed 

pistons.    For the remaining indents,  cocking is believed to have involved 

negligible losses.    The momentum delivery to the pistons did not encourage 

cocking, unlike the Mk I and 2 gage situation.    Wherever comparison between 

two or more pistons in the same gage was possible,   it was obvious which 

piston had acted anomalously; also,  impact tilts give an indication of cock- 

ing. 
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An estimate of the total error associated with the impulse data can be 

made from the foregoing component errors and the systematic shear wave 

error. 

Striker Total Ei rrors 

Graphite 

PodS2 
percent 
+  57 

Pod S3 
percent 

NA 

Beryllium + 65 
57 

NA 

Aluminum + 16 
10 

-- 

Carbon Paint -- + 57 

CNP + 10 
8 

+ 57 

C-124 + 10 
8 

+ 10 
-    8 

CH, + 9 1   9 

To these total errors, however, must be added the  unknown cocking 

lossei.    This effect is undoubtedly most important for the low-impulse pis- 

tons which are already characterized by high uncertainties.   Correction of 

the data for cocking would tend to increase the impulse values. 

3.4   MATERIAL ABLATION DATA 

It has been possible to determine for seventeen materials the total abla- 

tion which resulted from X-ray exposure and relatively free blowoff condi- 

tions.    Ablation, as used in connection with the study discussed in this sec- 

tion,  refers to the material irretrievably lost from the surface of a sample 

due only to blowoff, not to spall.    It appears certain,  however, that none of 

the samples treated here spalled from the front surface.   Just what the pre- 

cise mechanism was that produced the ablation for a given material, whether 

it was sublimation, melt and vaporization, or whatever, has not been inves- 

tigated.    Clearly it was not the same for all materials.    In certain materials, 

for example Teflon, no visual evidence of melt exists,  suggesting that subli- 

mation was the ablating mechanism.   On the other hand, aluminum displayed 

a lumpy surface characteristic of a melted layer which resolidified; presum- 

ably.only the vaporized front surface and perhaps a fraction of the melt layer 

escaped.    Although varying from material to material, the mechanism by 

which each responded to the X-ray pulse was, it can be assumed. 
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characteriftic of the material it«elf and would recur under similar condition 

Therein lies the value of the ablation data to be presented. 

The ablation data were obtained from three sources; (1) the striker plates 

of the Mk 3 indenter gages, (2) the R/V gage samples, and (3) the samples 

used in the Mk 2 indenter pistons.   A number of materials were represented 

in two of the three categories, thus giving not only additional data on some 

samples but also permitting a crude cross check on the uncertainties associ- 

ated with the categories themselves.   Despite the differences in size and ex- 

posed area, the responses of the three sample types to X-ray exposure were 

essentially the same.   Most important was the fact that the outward expansion 

of blowoff vapors was relatively free, the samples being unenclosed.   It is 

true, however, that the striker plate arrangement was in a sense more ideal. 

The sample area was considerably larger than either the R/V or Mk 2 areas. 

Yet it is believed that the area differences have resulted in only a small ef- 

fect, if any, on the ablation, since a study of the data has not revealed any 

systematic differences attributable to area differences.   The variations in 

ablation found in the samples which were in both the R/V gage and the Mk 2 

piston, for example, seem to be attributable only to experimental errors; 

no consistent bias is discernible. 

The techniques for determining the ablation losses were essentially the 

same for all three data sources.   The samples had been weighed prior to the 

shot to one ten-thousandth of a gram using a Mettler balance (except for the 

Be strikers which were too heavy).   At least a month after the shot, the 

samples were weighed again on a similar balance.    The weight difference 

clearly represented the mass ablated, subject to one correction to be de- 

scribed below.   A second, and mass-independent measurement of the ablation, 

was accomplished by directly measuring the linear difference between the 

original surface and the remaining surface,  since some of the original sur- 

face remained on the R/V and Mk 2 samples, or by measuring the initial and 

final striker sample thicknesses with a micrometer and thus determining the 

thickness ablated. 

As mentioned above, one correction to the weight data was found necessary. 

It was discovered upon return to the mainland that the SI samples had appar- 

ently gained weight.    The SI samples, it will be remembered, had not viewed 

the   burst and so had not lost mass.    The fact that they all gained weight 

seemed primarily due to water absorption.    Known low-absorbing materials 

such as aluminum and teflon, for instance, gained least.    Consequently, the 

correction to the ablation data consisted of adding to the raw weight loss 
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data the weight gained by the corresponding sample in the SI pod.   This pro- 

cedure assumes that the water absorbed and the weight gained by an 32 and S3 

sample was about the same as its 51 counterpart, and that the change in sur- 

face character by X-ray exposure had a small effect on the absorptivity.   Ad- 

mittedly, this correction is rather approximate; nevertheless, in principle it 

is correct and. as a study of the data quickly revealed, it invariably made 

the weight ablation data more self-consistent as well as more consistent with 

the linear ablation data.   The fact that the absolute moisture content of a 

given sample may have varied from pre-shot to post-shot weighings does not 

introduce any error into the procedure,since the SI, S2, and S3 samples were 
all weighed at the same time after having had long times, at least a month, 

in identical environments to stabilize.   The difference in moisture content 
from pre- to post-shot weighings is   implicitly accounted for by the SI 

sample weight change. 
The weight   gain of the SI samples is given in Table 3. 21.    These values 

change with time and the environment of the samples and thus are not par- 
ticularly important in themselves,only as corrections.   The post-shot 

striker and R/V sample weighings were mads in August 1962,and the Mk 2 

weighings were done in March 1963. 
The ablation data will now be presented and discusssd by sample typs. 

R/V Samples. 

^)4^ 101 {US JJlÜ^. 
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Striker PUtes. 

The ttriker plates covering the Mk 3 indenter gagea offered large exno 

areas to the X-rays.   Unlike the samples already discussed, the striken *, 

all completely unshadowed so that no original surface remained with which t 

compare the ablated surface.   However, in anticipation of this ablation analy- 

sis, the strikers, whose surfaces were highly parallel, were carefully meas- 

ured for thickness beforehand.   Then, the thicknesses were measured sub- 

sequent to recovery and the linear erosion determined straightforwardly. 

Also, the strikers were carefully weighed before and after the   burst, where 

possible, in order to obtain weight loss data. 

The ablation data calculated from both weight loss and linear loss meas- 

urements are presented in Table 3. 25. It is unfortunate that the beryllium 

strikers were too heavy for the precision balances available in the field. At 

a consequence, no weight loss data are available. However, as noted in the 

table, no linear loss could be detected micrometrically to the accuracy of 

the measuring device, +   .0013 cm. 

The corrections applied to the raw weight loss figures were, as before, 

simply the weight gain of the Pod SI counterpart strikers.    Only polyethylene 

was not represented on   Pod SI,     and so a correction could not be applied. 

Therefore, the values in the "Weight Loss" and "Linear Loss" columns are 

low for CHj.   One would suspect, however, that the correction would have a 

small effect on these values for two reasons; polyethylene is non-moisture- 

absorbing, and the mass ablated, at least in   Pod 82,       was high, thus 

minimizing the influence of the correction.   With regard to the remaining 

strikers, the correction produced less than a 20% change in the raw data ex- 

cept for the graphite, where the net loss was so close to zero that other ex- 

perimental errors overwhelm the significance of the very small loss value. 

In general, then, the importance of the correction on the striker ablation 

data is not great. 

Comparison of data derived from weight losses with that linearly meas- 

ured is possible for a limited number of samples.    Good agreement is evi- 

dent in general; although an apparent discrepancy exists for  carbon paint, 

it is possible that it can be accounted for by the uncertainty in the density 

value of 1. 5 gm/cm1 assumed in order to calculate the "Linear Loss" value. 

A cross comparison of striker plate data with either T./V sample or Mk 2 

sample data exists for only one material, C-124, which in addition to having 

been a striker plate was also included in the R/V gage.    For both Pods S2 and 
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S3 it can be seen from Tables 3.22 and 3.25.that the ablation data are 
remarkably consistent for this sample.   This provides some assurance that 

the difference in blowoff areas had only a small effect, if any, on the amount 

of unit area ablation. 

Graphical Summary. 
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Error« and UncerUintiet. 

It would be specioui to attempt a quantitative estimate of the errors as- 

sociated with the ablation data already presented.   Instead, the major 

sources of errors will be pointed out and the probable best data suggested. 

Clearly, the fact that the weight losses are very small differences between 

two large numbers mean« that any small errors or spurious changes in the 

total weight values will reflect as large errors in the ablation data.    This 

one characteristic of the mass loss determination technique introduces the 

largest error.   The mass loss (corrected ) varies from as low as about 

1/3% of the total sample weight in    Pod S3     to at most a few percent of the 

sample weight for the S2 striker samples.   Hence,the ablation data sensitiv- 

ity to errors in total weight measurements is obvious. 

On the other hand, the linear measurements obtained by means of depth* 

or thickness-measuring gages are relatively free of the analogous problem 

of defining small distances on large thicknesses, at least for the Mk2 and 

R/V samples, because the total sample thickness was not involved in the 

measurement.   The small difference problem does enter into'the picture on 

the striker samples, but where measuring difficulty was encountered, it was 

due primarily to a different phenomenon, that of surface bubbling or melting 

wherein the irregularity and  unevenness of the surface prevented estimating 

the   effective   surface level.   Striker samples from which final thicknesses 

could be obtained generally ablated evenly,and the resulting surface was 

reasonably smooth. 

Some of the error sources considered important in their potential influ- 

ence on the ablation data are the following: 

Weight Corrections.    The corrections added to the raw mass loss 

data are,  for the Mk 2 and R/V samples in particular,  large sources of un- 

certainty.    In a few extreme instances, for example,  the correction is 

larger than the data value.    Yet the validity of the correction itself is uncer- 

tain, since it is the result of factors which may not have affected all pods 

the saune.    Its application is rationalized by the fact that since all the Si 

samples gained weight, some adjustment of the 32 and S3 data seems neces- 

sary, and the corrections, as uncertain as they may be, definitely make the 

S2 and S3 data more consistent in all respects. 

Extraneous Weight Changes. Erratic, unsystematic weight additions 

or losses to the samples which then result, as above, in magnified errors in 

the mass loss data may have occurred.    These could have resulted from the 
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handling after the pre-shot weighing aa well aa from the handling and wash- 

ing prior to the poat-ehot weighing. Abraaion, chipping, salt accretion all 

could contribute randomly to the spurious weight change of the samples. 

Dimensional Changes.   Permanent changes in the thickness of the 

striker samples due to water absorption or the initial heat gradient after 

X-ray exposure could introduce a linear thickness meaauring error.    This 

phenomenon apparently is evident in the CNP striker, whicti is thicker after 

exposure than initially.    This source of error is probably not important with 

respect to the R/V and Mk 2 samples because of the method of measurement 

employed. 

Area Measurement Errors.   The exposed area, or the area from 

which ablation occurred is not always known accurately.    This error applies, 

of courae, only to the mass loss data, but it does apply to all three sources 

of ablation data.   The Mk2 sample area used in the computations was an 

average value from which the individual exposed areas may have deviated 

up to ^ 8%, as an estimate.   Also, for both the R/V and Mk 2 samplea, there 

was a partially shadowed region in which the ablation varied from maximum 

to zero.    This region for certain materials may have represented as much 

as 10% of the exposed area, and in this region the amount of blowoff is diffi- 

cult to estimate.   Even on the strikers, which were fully exposed, there was 

a small and unaccounted for area around the vertical edge of the striker 

facing the X-rays, which ablated to an unknown degree.    In general, however, 

this mass loss is estimated to be small compared to the   total mass lost 

from the top surface. 

In view of the potentially large errors that could have affected the abla- 

tion data, the agreement of data from one source to another and the gener- 

ally small deviation of data on a given material from an average value are 

remarkable.   With regard to which measuring technique yielded the   best 

results, i.e. , results having the fewest errors and uncertainties associated 

with them, the answer is chat for the strikers and Mk 2 samples it is a 

tossup.       However, the direct linear measurements made on the R/V sam- 

ples are probably more accurate than the weight loss data. 

3. 5   OTHER GAGES AND DATA 

The remaining instruments or data will be treated only briefly in this 

section,  because, except for the correlation gages,  there ei- 

ther was no data obtainable,  or else it is being reduced under a different 

contract. 
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3. 5. 1   Gages with No Useful Data. 

K-Edge Gages.   The off-axis misalignment of the pods. 42 degrees 

greatly exceeded the accepUnce angle of the K-edge instrument.    Cons '- 

quently, none of the incident radiation impinged on the detector   «tari, 
*c^i And 

no spectrum data could be obtained.    The recovered filters and instrum 

parts were subjected to a visual examination for possible unpremeditated 

data relevant to the spectral study described in Section 3. 2, but nothing of 
importance was found. 

Fracture Gages.   No data could be extracted from the gages in either 

pod.    The X-ray angle prevented the flux from reaching the metal button. 

Carbon Calorimeter.    Because of the incidence angle, only a small frac- 

tion of the calorimetric   disk was irradiated.    Close inspection showed that 

while some of the temperature crayons became sufficiently hot to flow in the 

S2 pod gages, apparently not even the minimum temperature of 150° F was 

reached by either calorimeter.    None of the Pod S3 crayons either flowed or 

changed color.   No meaningful data could be obtained from this instrument. 

Because of the highly complex thermal diffusion problem imposed by the 

flux-gage orientation and shadowing, not even a lower bound to the incident 

X-ray energy could be determined. 

S2 Plated Hole Gages.    With regard to the lead-plated and chrome-plated 

gages, there were no data.    In the case of the lead, no pattern of removal of 

the lead from the carbon disk existed which might be attributable to the 

X-rays.   In the first disk of the chrome-plated gage, most of the plating 

appeared to be gone.   Th<re was one small area remaining, but no signifi- 

cant relationship to the incident X-ray beam was apparent. 

The gold-plated gage, however,  showed an elliptical pattern of gold re- 

moval which was clearly the   result of the X-ray deposition.    Unfortunately, 

however, there was no way to interpret ihe meaning of the gold-no-gold 

boundary; contrary to expectations it did not necessarily correspond to the 

solid-vapor or solid-melt phase change interface,because the gold film was 

sufficiently thin to evaporate off at temperatures below vaporization.    Hence 

no spectral data was extracted from this gage. 

This spectral gage design was discarded after the SF' event for the above 

reason.    Its successor,  whose design was the result of the SF1 experience, 

is described in Section S. ). 
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S3 Mated Hol« Gagtt.   With regard to the chrome-plated gage, moet of 

the chrome was gone on the first disk> generally from the area which was 

shadowed from the X-ray beam.   Although the pattern of the remaining 

chrome plate was symmetric to the X-ray pattern on the front of the instru- 

ment, it was not consistent with what would be expected.   A slight heating 

effect was visible on a small part of the second disk, which extended to 

about the depth one would expect from the angle of incidence.    No useful data 

was obtained from this gage. 

In the gold-plated gage an elongated elliptical area of plated gold was gone 

from the   first disk    Its orientation and length corresponded to what would b« 

the expected illumination of the plated surface.   The pattern extended to es- 
sentially the end of the front disk     However, for the same reasons outlined 
before, no meaningful interpretation of the effect could be made. 

3.5.2   R/V Gages.   Of the two exposed sets of R/V samples tested, those 

in    Pod S2     received the greatest amount of X-ray damage.   In general, 

each sample of this set received severe surface burning with accompanying 

loss of surface material over approximately 70% of the sample surface, and 

mechanical damage in the form of layer delamination and failure of R/V com- 

posite material.   Each of the seven different samples are discussed only 

briefly below because a thorough study was accomplished elsewhere (see 
Reference 23).    Also, in Section 3.4 the mass loss data from these samples 
is presented. 

Pod 82   Visual Descriptions. 

"fOi^l^ ^dddU. 
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3. 5. 3   Metallurgy Gagas.   Surface melting effects indicated that approx- 
imately 40% of the samples1 surface areas was exposed to the X-radiation. 

These gages will not be discussed further here inasmuch as they are cur- 

rently being analyzed at Allied Research under     OASA contract   No. DA- 

49-146-XZ-168 and will be reported separately. 

3. 5. 4 Correlation Gages.   The three fracture gages 

and three indenters discussed in Section Z. 3. 3 were returned to Allied 

Research for analysis In September 1962.    The purpose of these instru- 
ments was partly to provide additional effects data but, more important, 

to check for experimental consistency between the two different environ- 

ments of SF' and Marshmallow.    The data from the Marshmallow gages 

are reduced and reported in this section; comparison to SF' results is 

beyond the scope of this report. 

Fracture Gage Data. 

Careful visual and microscopic examination of the fracture gages 

showed no fractures or spalls whatsoever.   Although there had been a 

slight misalignment of the gages as evider..id by the flowoff pattern 

found,  still the major fraction of the button areas had been exposed and 

blew off.    Two of the three zinc buttons were loose but intact inside the 
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gage housing; fragments of the third were found. From the small amount 

of material loss over the exposed area of the button it is possible that the 

flux level at this station was below that anticipated. 

At some time during their residence in the tunnel, probably subsequent 

to the burst, the lucite cylinders reached their softening temperature, esti- 

mated near 100° C.    The four O-rings isolating the cylinder from the hous- 

ing left deep imprints in the lucite indicating a general long-term heating 

rather than a flash transient type of heat input. 

Mark 1 Indenter. 

No data could be extracted from this instrument.    The entire assembly 

had been crushed and torn apart, the anvil being so distorted that it Is un- 

known whether or not any indents were made. 

Mark 2 Indenter. 

This instrument functioned properly,and the impulse data obtained is 

presented in Table 3. 26,   There is no evidence of the pistons cocking in 

their holes; the impact tilts were small,and the impulse was delivered uni- 

formly across the piston face.    On the other hand, an unknown velocity in- 

crement may have been given the pistons from debris impact.    The flight 

times to impact, during which the pistons were vulnerable to this mechan- 

ism, were between 1 and 2 millisecondb.    This source of error in the 

impulse values is difficult to estimate but believed small.   The a       int of 

debris accretion on the piston faces is virtually unnoticeable, 

Mark 3 Indenter Gage. 

This instrument was returned intact and mechanically had functioned 

perfectly.    However,  a design error precludes a meaningful interpreta- 

tion of the indent data.    The aluminum striker plate was too thin; the result 

was that the striker-piston interface was heated appreciably,and inelastic 

deformation of the striker occ irred.    The machine marks on the piston 

lace were imprinted on the striker,and    corresponding to the gap between 

piston and hole wall,   a ridge on the striker exists where it penetrated the 

gap inelastically.    Under these conditions, the theory treating the wave 

propagation and momentum transfer becomes inapplicable;consequently, 

no data are reported for this gage. 
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Material Ablation. 

The four Mk 2 samplet were studied with the purpose of obtaining erosion 

data on those materials.   A detailed explanation of various considerations 
and the procedures used for the analogous study of the SF' Mk Z materials 

has been given in Section 3. 4 and need not be repeated here.    It is sufficient 

to remark that mass loss was determined for each piston by means of a 

highly sensitive Mettler balance (see "Weight Loss" column in Table 3. 27). 

In addition, a direct measurement of the linear surface recession was pos- 
sible since there was a ring of material left unexposed to the X-rays (the 

aperture effect) which gave the position of the original surfaces   A height- 

measuring dial indicator gage simply measured the difference between the 
original and eroded surfaces (see "Measured Loss" column in Table 3. 27). 
The linear recession has been calculated from the "Weight Loss" data (see 
the next to the last column in Table 3. 27) «o that a comparison of the data 

from the two measuring techniques can be made; comparison of the two 

final columns shows excellent agreement. 
With regard to spallation, it seems certain that except for the pyro- 

graphite none of the samples spalled.    The surfaces were examined rather 
carefully,and they had only the   characteristic stippled appearance that X-ray 

exposure seems to produce in many such materials.   The as in 
Star Fish, was eroded more deeply in the resinous area,   the plug, 
however, did come out of the shank slightly,and now the original surface pro- 

trudes about 1/32 inch.   It is doubtful that it was originally glued in this po- 
sition, although there is that possibility.    A more likely explanation is that be- 
cause of the low impedance of the compared to the Al piston, the piston 

shell and          plug attempted to go in opposite directions, and did in fact suc- 

ceed in separating slightly before the relevant force   fell below the retarding 

frictional forces. 
The carbon had delaminated such that the dislodged piece was not of even 

thickness, but rather wedge shaped as sketched.    However, not much 

0«$   THICK 

910 
TNICK 

SKETCH OF PYROGRAPHITE PIECE 
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Importance should b« attached to this   apalled   piece.   The pyrographit 
stock from which this sample came could be pried apart easily by finger 
if the right spot was found.   With this type of behavior, estimating   10411 
tensions is rather difficult. 
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TABLE 3. 1  SUMMARY OF BURST AND TRAJECTORY DATA. SF' 

Burst Date    9 July   world  (Zulu) time (8 July Local time) 

Bur«t Time    090009. 0290   world  (Zulu) time 

Burtt Height    400. 2 km 

ToUl Yield     1. 3 Mt 

Radiated Yield  

X-Ray Conversion.... 

Initial Debris Velocity  1- 6x10   cm/sec 

Debris Arrival at Pods      5.4 milllsec (51) 
7.6 millisec (52) 

14.4 millisec (53) 

Ref.  17 

Pod Ranges      8. 74 km 
12.25 km 
23.40 km 

(SI) 
(S2) 
(S3) 

Ref. 17 

Ref. 16 

Ref. 10 

Ref. 10 

Ref. 10 

Ref. 18 
Ref. IG 

Ref. 16 
Ref. 16 
Ref.  16 

Position of Point John    16°   44' 03. 30" north    (Latitude) 

Burst Position 
(Bravo System). 

169   231'41. 48'* west     (Longitude) 

x s   • 11. 57 km   (East is positive) 
y s   • 31. 30 km   (North is positiv«) 
z s + 400. 2   Ion   (Vertical is positive) 

Pod Positional 
Differences from 
Burst (Bravo System) 

Ref.  16 

51 52 53 

Ax 

Ay 

Az 

• .0595 km 

+ .471 

-8.72 

+ .0582 km 

+ .711 

-12.25 

+ .818 km 

+ 1.078 

-23,4 

nge 8.74 12.25 23.4 

Pod Orientation 
Angles 

6. Off axis tilt 
Roll angle 

Ref.   16 

51 52 53 

e >1350 

61 + 1° 

43 + 1/2° 

0 + 1/2° 

41+1/2° 

35.1 + 1° 

*!   This is X-ray energy radiated into 4t steradians,  the output was 
asymmetric   and greater than this in the direction of the pods.   See 
Section 3.2 for a discussion of this point. 
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TABLE 3. 2   CRESCENT WIDTHS AND CORRESPONDING STRIKER TRAVERSA 

Striker Material Creecent Width, A Striker Penetration, h 

A • CRESCENT WIDTH 

0  » POO TILT 
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TABLE 3. 3 MELT DEPTHS IN STEEL 

PROFILE (GREATLY EXAGGERATED) 
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TABLE 3. 4  CRESCENT WIDTHS AND CORRESPONDING CARBON 
SHIELD TRAVERSAL 

i /»A cot 15' 

A * CRESCENT WIDTH 

9   • POO TILT 
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TABLE 3. 5 MELT DEPTHS IN ALUMINUM 

Source 

Pod S2.   0 = 43" 

Solid MK1 Piston 

Gate 030 
Caa« 021 

MK1 Piston + Cap 

Case 30 

Case 006 

R/V Cas« Profiles 

Case 016 
Case 016 Repollshed 

Pod S3,  6 » 41° 

R/V Case Profiles 

Case 049 
Case 050 

Capped MK1 Pistons 
Upper Bound 

Vertical 
Erosion, Ay 

Slant Melt 
Depth, h m 

cm gm/cm 

Illustration of Terms 

PROFILE 

(GREATLY 
EXAGGERATED) 

1.0-/     SHADOWED 
REGION 
1  
AL CAP 

ALUMINUM PISTON 
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TABLE 3.6   COUNT RATES, POD 82, MK 1 INDENTERS 

Gage Sample Position 3a 

CPMxlOJ Gage    Sample Position CPMxlO3 

016 1.  Mg F 0.7 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 

021     1. Cu F 
1 
2 
3 

0.6 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 

2.  Fe F 7.9 2. Al F 0.4 
1. 1 (■olid) I 1. 1 
2.4 2 1.1 
1. 1 3 1.0 

3. Sn F 2.6 
3.1 
7.6 
2.0 

3.  Zn F 
1 
2 
3 

0.9 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 

4. Au F 0.8 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 

4. Au F 
1 
2 
3 

0.5 
0.3 
0.4 
0.4 

030 1. Mg F 1.9 
1.7 
2.3 
1. 1 

006    1. Fe F 
1 
2 
3 

5.3 
0.9 
1.4 
1.4 

2. Al F 2.5 2. Cu F 0.6 
(■olid) 1. 1 

1. 1 
0.8 

1 
2 
3 

2.3 
0.8 
0.7 

3. Al F 1.4 
0.6 
0.4 
0. 5 

3. Sn F 
1 
2 
3 

3.8 
2.9 
1.5 
1. 1 

4.  Zn 1.4 
0.8 
0.8 
0.7 

4. Al F 
1 
2 
3 

1.0 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 

CPM means counts per minute. 
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TABLE 3.7   COUNT RATES, POD S3, MK 1 INDENTERS 

Gag« Sample Position 
3» 

CPMxl0J Gage   Sample Position CPMxlO3 

033 1. Mg F 23.0 
4.9 
3.4 
3.7 

009     1. Fe F 
1 
2 
3 

32.3 
4.8 
4.9 
4.8 

2. Fe F 49.0 
6.1 
7.6 
7.4 

2.  Zn F 
1 
2 
3 

< 0. 1 
0.1 
0. 1 
0. 1 

3. Cu F < 0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

3. Al F 
1 
2 
3 

41.3 
11.1 
6.9 
7.1 

4. Za F 6.8 
1.1 
1.9 
1.0 

4. Sn F 
1 
2 
3 

52.1 
10.2 
7.6 
8.9 

018 l. Al 
(solid) 

F 30.6 
6.4 
4.9 
5.3 

035     l. Al F 
1 
2 
3 

52.6 
13.3 
9.6 
9.2 

2. Sn F 6.2 
2.8 
0.8 
2.7 

2. Mg F 
1 
2 
3 

40. 1 
8.3 
5.8 
6.1 

3. Au F 3.9 
1. 1 
0.9 
2.5 

3. Al 
(solid) 

F 
1 
2 
3 

35.5 
7.9 
5.3 
5.8 

4. Cu F <  0. 1 
0. 1 
0. 1 
0. 1 

4. Au F 
1 
2 
3 

0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 

CPM means counts per minute. 
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TABLE 3.8   INDENT EVALUATION, POD S2. MK 1INDENTEM 

Cage Channel Indent? Cap? CPM 
Apparent 
Fire? 

Deduced 
Fire? Conclueion» 

016 1 Mg Yet On Lo Ye» Ye» Ye» 

2Fe Ye« On Lo Ye» Ye» Ye» 

3Sn Ye» Off .'-o Ye» ? 7 

4 Au Ye» Off Lo Ye» ? 7 

030 I Mg Ye» On Lo Y»» Ye» Ye» 

2 Al Ye» On Lo Ye» Ye» Ye» 

3 Al Ye» Off Lo Ye» ? 7 

4 Zn Ye» On Lo Ye» Ye» Ye»   . 

021 I Cu Ye» Off Lo Ye» 7 ? 

2 Al Ye» On Lo Ye» Ye» Ye» 

3 Zn Ye» On Lo Ye» Ye» Ye» 

4 Au Ye» Off Lo Ye» ? 7 

006 1 Fe Yee On Lo Y»» Yee Ye» 

2Cu No Off Lo Y»» ? 7 

3Sn Ye» Off Lo Ye» ? ? 

4 Al Ye» Off Lo Ye» ? 7 

TABLE 3.9   INDENT EVALUATION, POD 83, MK 1INDENTEHS 

Gag« Channel Indent? Cap? CPM 
Apparent 
Fired? 

Deduced 
Fire Conclu»ion 

033 1 Mg No On Hi No No No Fire 

2Fe No On Hi No No No Fire 
3 Cu No Off Lo No ? No Fire 
4 Zn Ye» Off Lo Ye» 7 7 

018 1 Al No On Hi No No No 
2Sn Ye» \/l On Lo Ye» Ye» -Ye» 

3 Au Yet Off Lo Ye» ■? 7 

4 Cu No Off Lo No ? No 

009 1 Fe No On Hi Ye» No No 

2 Zn No Off Lo Ye» 7 7 

3 Al No \/1 On Hi No No No 
4Sn No HZ On Hi No No No 

035 1 Al Ye» 1/2 Cr. Hi Ye» No No 
2 Mg Ye» On Hi Ye» No No 
3 Al Ye» On Hi Ye» No No 

4 Au No Off Lo Ye» ? ? 
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TABLE 3.12   INDENT EVALUATION, POD S2, MK 2 INDENTERS 

019 

Apparent    Deduced 
Gage        Channel     Indent?      CPM       Fire? Fire Conclueion 

007 yet Lo Yet Yee 

Yet Med Yes ? 

Side On Lo Yes Yes Yes,  but 
no data 

Yes Lo Yes Yes       ^   -Yes 

01? Side On Lo Yes Yes Yes, but 
no data 

Side On        Med Yes ? ? 

Side On        Lo Yes Yes Yes, but 
no data 

No Hi Yes No No 

023 No Hi Yes No No 
No Med Yes 7 ? 

i Yes Lo Yes Yes -Yes 
No Med Yes ? ? 

Yes Lo Yes Yes -Yes 
iNo Lo Yes Yes Yes, but 

no indent 
No Hi Yes No No 
No Med Yes ? ? 
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TABLE 3.13    INDENT EVALUATION, POD S3, MK 2 INDENTERS 

Apparent Deduced 
Gage       Channel       Indent?     CPM        Fire? Fire Conclusion 

029 

025 

027 

004 

No Hi No No No Fire 
No Hi No No No 
Ye« Hi Yes No No 
Yes Hi Yes No No 

No Hi Yes No No 
Yes Hi Yes No No 
Yes Hi Yes No No 
No Lo Yes Yes Ye«,  but 

no indent 

Yes Hi Yes No No 
No Hi Yes, No No 
Yes Med Yes ?i ? 
No Hi Yes No No 

No Hi Yes No No 
No Med Yes ? ? 
Yes Lo Yes Yes -Yes 
? Med Yes ? ? 
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TABLE 3.20    STRIKER MATERIALS PARAMETERS 

Material 
Density 
(gm/cirf) 

Sound Vel. 
(m/sec) 

Acoustic Im- 
pedance pC 

Enhancement 
Factor 

B« 1. 84 (a) 12.800 (c) 23, 5 x 105 0.747 

Carbon 
Graphite 

1. 70 (b) 2,250 (f) 3. 9x 105 1.56 

Al 2.7   (a) 5, 200 (d) 14. 0 x 105 1.00 

CH2 0. 924 (b) 920 (c) 0. 85 x 105 1.88 

CNP 1. 18 (b) 2, 180 (e) 2. 57 x 105 (e) 1.69 

C-124 1. 14 (b) 2,450 (e) 2. 8 x 105 (e) 1.67 

AV-2 1. 10 (b) 2.730(g) 3.0xl05 1.65 

aRare Metal* Handbook (Reference 21) 
Measured at ARA 
CAIP Handbook (Reference 20) 

Olson (Reference 22) 

"Calculated from Enhancement Factor Data Supplied by AFSWC 

Calculated from Data supplied by National Carbon Co. 

^Uncertain, but based on extrapolated data from AFSWC 

TT i^Auoi^dAkX. 
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Figure 3.2   Pod-burst positions, Shot Star Fish Prime. 
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Figure 3.3   Definition of pod attitude. 
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Figure 3.11   Sketch of X-ray exposure of Mk 1 piston. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

From two SF' pods certain physical effects have been observed which 

yield good quantitative experimental data about the phenomena associated 

with high-intensity X-ray deposition.    A summary of the major conclusions 

reached and several recommendations follow. 

4.1   CONCLUSIONS 

The instrumented pod technique of data acquisition from nuclear 

detonations is fundamentally sound and was reasonably successful in shot 

SF'.    Although some of the X-ray instruments could not operate properly 

because of the pod misorientation,  it was clear that under a less extreme 

handicap most of the devices would have performed as designed. 

The incident X-ray spectrum was not measured.    Other evidence 

allows the flux to be estimated with reasonable accuracy to be 

•n Pod SI.   For purposes of comparing X-ray impulses, 

an effective source temperature of indicated. 

The range of X-ray-induced impulses observed at Pod 52 (flux at 

43    to the normal) was about 
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4.2   RECOMMENDATIONS 

Additional X-ray effect» experiments are clearly of value in order 

to extend the present data to new materials and to more extreme energy 

regimes. 

In the event that pod-type instrument carriers are again utilized, an 

improvement in pod stability is suggested as a result of the orientation 

problems encountered in ST'. 
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PART 2   KING FISH 

CHAPTER 5 

PROCEDURE 

5.1   INSTRUMENT PODS 

The two X-ray podi, designed and fabricated by General Dynamics/ 

Astronautics (GD/A), were essentially identical to those used in Star F" h 

Prime.   A description of the pods as well as of the anticipated reentry and 

impact conditions imposed upon them can be found in Section 2.1.   The th' 

pod carried by the Thor missile was instrumented with Project 80 

devices devoted primarily to studying fireball thermal effects. 

5.2 FLIGHT SEQUENCES 

As in Star Fish Prime, the pods were released from the missile after 

main engine   cutoff but during vernier burn.    Because of the somewhat lower 

burst altitude, however, release occurred later than before.   Also 

the missile trajectory in King Fish (KF) was planned to be flatter so that the pods 

would land 70. km down range. {   After vernier   cutoff   and booster sepa- 

ration, the pods and warhead coasted to an apogee of about 700 km.   Burst 

occurred at an altitude of ^ith a total yield estimated at 

Thereafter, the sequence of recovery events was to be the same as in Star 

Fish Prime. 

Reliance on a flywheel to supply stabilization to the pods was again 

attempted.   Indications from the certification test. Tiger Fish, had been 

that the pods could be stabilised to within + 8° such that the instruments would 

view the burst directly to within that uncertainty.   However, in Star Fish 

Prime, the two stabilized pods whose gyro motors attained full speed were 

off axis over 40 .   Certainty «s to the cause of this deviation was lacking. 

Consequently, the accepunct «ngles of the KF X-ray instruments were 

increased to permit operation even in the event of a 45° misalignment 

between pod axis and burst line   >( sight. 

5.3 INSTRUMENT MODIFICATIONS 

The changes in instrument «lesign for King Fish as compared to Star 

Fish are specified in this chapter.    The theory behind the operation of each 

instrument has been given m some detail in Section 2.3 and Reference 3 and will 

not be repeated here.   A major design revision occurred with regard to only 
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one instrument, the   plated hole gage   which evolved into the spectral gage. 

Other revisions were generally of a minor nature. 

The following list presents the Project 8B instruments carried on the 

rear bulkhead of each pod.    In addition to these gages,  certain devices from 

other agencies, in particular Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD),   Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory (LRL), Nuclear Defense Laboratory (NDL), and Air 

Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC) were included.    Figure 5.1 maps the 

gage array on both KF pods^and Figures 5. 2 and 5. 3 are photographs of the 

two instrument bulkheads. 

Instrument Number per Pod 

Mk 1 Indenter 4 

Mk 2 Indenter 3 

Mk 3 Indenter 8 

K-edge Detector 2 

R/V Composite 7 

Spectral gage 2 

X-ray Calorimeter 2 

Thermal Calorimeter 1 

Metallurgy 10 

Fracture 2 

Orientation sensor 2 

A summary of some of the conditions and fluxes assumed for design 

purposes during Phase I of the KF program were: 

KF Conditions Presumed for Instrument Design Purposes 

X-ray Flux«   K2 

K3 

Effective Source Temp. 

Debris Arrival Time 1. 5 to 2.2 msec 
Air Density (95 kev) 

q               1 
~10      gm/cm 

* The le values took into account the X-ray attenuation due to air 
absorption. 
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5. 3.1   X-ray Effect! Instruments. 

Impulse Recorder a 

The three types of indenter gages designed for Star Fish were aea' 

used in King Fish.   The total of fifteen gages was maintained; however 

were three Mk 2 types and eight Mk 3 types instead of the four and seve 

respectively, for Star Fish. 

Mark I Indenter (4 gages). 

The following comments describe the changes to the KF Mk 1 indenter 

(1) The piston holes in the carbon shield covering the instrument face were 

cut back to permit a 45   acceptance angle.   (2)   The cap thicknesses for 

both pods were as follows: 

Cap Thickness 
inch 

Al-solid no cap 

Al-cap . 006 

Mg-solid no cap 

Fe .006 

Cu .005 

Zn .010 

Sn .004 

Au .004 

Mark 2 Indenter (3 gages). 

Changes in the Mk 2 indenters were as follows:   (1)    the piston holes in 

the carbon shield were cut back to permit the piston faces a 45° field of view; 

(2) the Devcon sample was eliminated;  (3) each sample was repeated once 

only; (4) the shadow plates, used to aperture the piston faces,  were changed 

from steel to aluminum; and (5) the samples for both pods were as follows: 

PodK2 

Sample 

OTWR{U) 

No/Pod 

2 

Sample Length 
inch 

.200 

Piston Shell 

Aluminum 

Aperture 
inch 

.40 

OTWR(P) 2 .200 Aluminum .40 

Rad 58 B 2 .200 Aluminum .40 

Avcoite I 2 .200 Aluminum .40 

GEFG 2 .200 Aluminum .40 

Teflon 2 .200 Aluminum .40 
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PodK3 

Sample No/Pod Sample Length Piiton Shell Aperture 
inch 

.44 OTWR(U) .200 Magnesium 

OTWR(P) .200 Magnetium .44 

RAD 58 B .200 Magnesium .44 

Avcoite I .040 Magnesium .44 

GEFG .200 Magnesium .44 

Teflon .200 Magnesium .44 

Mark 3 Indenter (8 Gagi tjl 

The following modifications were made to the Mk 3 indenters: 

(1)  The case material was changed to aluminum.      It was realized 

during the data reduction program for Star Fish Prime that an unnecessary 

complication had ben introduced into the analysis of the momentum transfer 

from striker to piston by having the case and piston materials dissimilar 

(iron case and aluminum pistons). 

(2). The length of the control piston   shank was reduced to preclude the 

possibility of an easily deformed striker contacting it.    The shank length 

was 0.190 inch. 

(3)    The striker thickness for a given material was the same for both 

pods.    Conflicting requirements resulted in the criteria used for determin- 

ing the final striker thicknesses.    First, it was desirable for the strikers 

to be as thin as possible to minimize attenuation and dispersion of the blow- 

off pulse and to provide little time for disturbances from outside the case to 

propagate to the pistons through the case flange.   On the other hand, the 

striker had to be sufficiently thick to prevent excessive heating of the piston, 

which might result in expansion and sticking as well as in acoustic imped- 

ance changes.   Also, the ttrixer had to be thick enough for the entire pulse 

to pass the striker-piston interface before the return of the leading edge of 

the twice-reflected wave. 

Hence, two criteria were established.   The aluminum piston should 

become no hotter than 500   C   660  C being the melt temperature of Al). 

This gave a minimum strucer thickness at each range.    The second 

criterion applied was that the striker be thick enough for the leading 

edge of the pulse to make    ne traversal of the striker in   2    microseconds. 

It was assumed that in all tamples the pulse length was less than 4 micro- 

seconds and that the acoustic velocity for an elastic wave was a satisfactory 

approximation to the real velocity.    This second criterion dominated. 
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Material 

CNP 

K2 
inch 
.25 

Avcoat II .21 

Be .625 
Graphite .28 

Polyethylene,  CH. .50 
Al .41 
Al .20 

Teflon .20 

CPG .... 

It turned out that for most material! the same minimum thicknen w 

indicated at both ranges.   In the several instances where two different 

thicknesses resulted, the differences were considered small enough to c 

mise on a single thickness.    There was one exception, however; two thick 

nesses of aluminum were carried in order to discern what effect, if any 

thin striker would have on the momentum transfer. 

The striker thicknesses flown in King Fish are listed below: 

K3 
inch 
.25 

.21 

.625 

.28 

.50 

.41 

.20 

.28 

(4)   Temperature sensitive paints were tamped into eight shallow holes 

on the underside of each striker.   Knowing the temperature near the rear 

surface of the striker would have been necessary if a correction for the 

temperature effect on the enhancement factor was later deemed important. 

Metallurgy Experiment (10 gages). 

No changes in the metallurgy instruments occurred except for the 

widening of the hole in the carbon shields to permit a 45   look angle. 

R/V Materials (7 gages). 

The hole in both the carbon shield and the case was cut back to permit 

a 45° look angle. 

Fracture Experiment (2 gages). 

The fracture gages were modified in the following respects:   (1)   The 

case and carbon shield hole were cut back to permit a 45   look angle, 

(2)   the blowoff button diameter was increased to 0. 5 cm,  (3) the two lucite 

cylinder lengths were changed to .445 and .23 inch.    The spacer lengths 

were adjusted accordingly.    Failure of similar gages to fracture in the 

Marshmallow event made it appear desirable to increase the probability of 

fracture.    Decreasing the lucite cylinder length accomplished this, and 
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(4)  the button materials were:   K2, aluminum;   K3, magnesium. 

5.3.2   Diagnostic Instruments- 

Carbon Calorimeter (3 gages). 

The carbon calorimeter design was changed as follows:   (i)   the   carbon 

shield and aluminum case holes were cut back to permit a 45° view,  (2) a 

third calorimeter was included on each pod but shielded such that X-rays 

could not reach the calorimetric disk^yet thermal energy, such as emitted 

by a fireball, could effect it (Figure 5.4). 

K-Edge Instrument (2 gages). 

The following changes were made in the K-edge:   (1)   The carbon shield 

hole was cut back to a 45°bevel; however, the case hole was given only a 

30   bevel,  (2) the detector stacks were brought closer to the filter in order 

to accommodate greater orientation misalignment (Figure 5.5), and (3) 

filter thicknesses were revised because of the higher flux levels and lower 

source temperature involved.    The new filter and detector parameters are 

presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 

Spectral Gage (2 gages). 

The spectral gage (Figure 5. 6) was a modification of the plated hole 

instrument used in Star Fish.   This most recent form has associated with 

it the same principles of operation as its predecessor.    That is, the 

impinging X-rays penetrate varying thicknesses of carbon, with the spec- 

trum being attenuated selectively,  and are absorbed by the detector metal 

immediately behind the carbon.    The position of the melt-solid boundary 

line on the surface of the metal detector gives a point on an energy density 

as a function of carbon thickness curve.    This datum can,  in turn,  be 

related to the character of the incident spectrum.   By utilizing more than 

one detector metal and by utilizing melt depth data, the spectrum becomes 

accordingly better known.    In Section 3. 2 the technique for reconstructing 

the incident X-ray spectrum has been presented in order to determine the 

SF' spectrum; although the physical data used came from somewhat differ- 

ent circumstances than those described here,  the principles remain the 
same, 
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As can be seen from Figure 5.6, a conically shaped piece of high-d 

carbon was used to attenuate the X-rays.    Two different detector metals 

lead and chrome, were formed in the sh&pe of a conical cup and spaced 

from the carbon cone approximately 1/16 inch.   The chrome, in actualitv 

was a heavy plating on a steel form; the lead was solid.   The space betwee 

the carbon cone and the detector cup was vented to allow pressure relief 

for the vaporizing metal. 

This arrangement was believed preferable to the previous design 

wherein the detector metal was a thin film on the carbon.   Experience in 

Star Fish Prime indicated that identification of the phase change boundaries 

in such a film was not possible, whereas identification of such boundaries 

in the Mk 3 indenter metal cases that had been shielded by the striker 

materials was relatively straightforward.    Thus, the present design 

attempted to capitalise on the Star Fish experience.    The one complication 

introduced by the solid-block type of detector was the effect on the boundary 

position by conduction of the heat into the block.   This point has not been 

treated in detail, but it appears to result in a negligible error. 

Orientsction Sensors (2 spikes). 

In order to determine the off-axis angle and the roll angle of each pod 

with respect to the burst, the most simple and direct method has been to 

utilize the X-ray shadows cast by various protuberances on the rear of 

the pod.    Clearly, the longer the shadow cast, the more accuracy possible 

in determining these angles.   No projection specifically designed for these 

measurements was included in Star Fish, and as a nssult, it was neces- 

sary to use shadows cast by strikers and fitting*.    The uncertainties in 

the measurement were unnecessarily high.    Consequently, for King Fish 

two 3-1/4 -inch spikes were attached to two rear bulkhead instruments 

such that regardless of the burst direction one of the spikes would project 

a shadow on the rear,  if the off-axis were within 45°.    Because the height 

of the spike tip above the surface could be determined precisely before- 

hand, the subsequent calculations would result in very small errors. 

rr iiz\]izdiküju. 
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Figure 5. 1    Instrument layout, Shot King Fish. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

The Thor missile wae launched at approximately 1155 Zulu, 1 Move   h 

1962.   Prior to launch, all pod eystems appeared to be functioning satis. 
factorily.   The Thor trajectory was good, and pod release signals were 

received as planned.   Tracking information indicated that the pods were 

not tumbling. 

Shortly after dawn.     Pod K2     was located by one of the recovery veitel 

and returned to the island by helicopter.   Examination of the pod showed it 

to be severely damaged by water impact, which apparently occurred at a 
nearly horizontal attitude. 

As shown in Figure 6.1,   the rear bulkhead on which was mounted 
all the X-ray instrumentation had separated from the pod structure and was 

lost at sea.   Some of the secondary instrumentation, particularly those 
gages mounted on the internal pod structure were recovered.   Pod K3 

was not recovered, and all the instrumentation on board was lost.   The nose 
cone and portions of the recovery package of this pod were later located, 
indicating that severe damage occurred at water impact. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Failure to recover any of the Project 8B X-ray inetr iments due to 

breakup    of the pods following severe water impact permits no conclusions 
to be reached concerning the King Fish X-ray phenomena. 

Two recommendations for future operations involving instrument pods 

ci this type are advanced: (1)   Reused recovery equipment must be avoided. 

(2)   A long coiled cable or chain attaching the instrument plate to the pod 

body and tucked inside the pod might prevent loss of the plate even if it is 
sheared off. 
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APPENDIX A 

CERTIFICATION TEST,   TIGER FISH 

A. 1    TEST CONDITIONS 

On the Tiger Fish shot of 2 May  1962,   three pods  of the type de- 

signed to carry the X-ray instruments in Star Fish were launched into 

a trajectory planned to simulate the Blue Gill and Star Fish sequence of 

events,   with the exception that there was no nuclear detonation.     This 

event   afforded an   overall  systems  check on the  Thor and on telemetry, 

sequencing,   pod performance,   and the  recovery equipment operation. 

In addition,   this test gave Project 8B an opportunity to observe the 

performance of the X-ray instruments when subjected to launch,   re-entry, 

and recovery conditions,   without nuclear inputs.      In this way,   it was 

believed,   any obvious design defects  might be brought to light and non- 

X-ray impulsive or thermal inputs  estimated.     Thus,   in two of the three 

pods,   Cl and C3,   a prototype of each instrument was carried,   except 

for the   Mark 3   indenter which was not available at the time. 

At launch,   the gyro motor in Pod Cl was inoperative,   so there was 

no stabilization of Cl during its free flight     Its motion was one of 

random tumbling.     From telemetered accelerometer data,   it is apparent 

that upon initiation of re-entry. Pod Cl was oriented tail-first,   and al- 

though it reversed itself quickly,   there was sufficient heating to produce 

high temperatures on the rear bulkhead and thermal damage to various 

instruments.     The drogue  and main chutes,   scheduled to open just after 

re-entry and provide a low velocity water impact,   failed;  it has been 

surmised (Reference 24) that the reversed orientation at re-entry pre- 

cluded the subsequent events necessary to arm and trigger the chutes. 

As a result.     Pod Cl       impacted at high velocity, and almost horizontally. 

Hence,   an abnormally high and wrongly directed impulse was experienced 

by the X-ray instruments at water impact.    Add to this the abnormal re- 

entry heating of the instruments, and it is clear that,  except for a certain 

academic interest,  the data contained by the Cl gages is of minimal value 

to Star Fish interpreUtion.    A brief description of the Cl gages and their 

conditions will be presented shortly.    On the other hand. Pod C3 followed 

through its programmed sequence adequately for the stated purposes. 

Although the gyro motor was not operating at full rpm and an appreciable 

wobble developed,  the stability of the pod was sufficient to result in a normal 
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re-entry and chute deployment. Consequently, the impulsive and th 

data gathered from both the telemetry and X-ray instruments of C3 

applicable to the data reduction and analysis of Star Fish. 

A. 2    POD C3 INSTRUMENTS 

A careful examination of the various  C3 X-ray instruments was mad 

and disclosed that,   except for the two indenters ar»d the calorimeter    th 

gages returned ia essentially their original conditions. 

Fracture Gages.    No discernible effects;  returned in essentially orioi 

condition. 

Metallurgy Gage.   No discernible effects;  returned in essentially original 

condition. 

R/V Gage.    Carbon shield cracked; otherwise in essentially original 

condition. 

Plated Hole Gage.    No discernible effects; returned in essentially origi- 

nal condition. 

K-Edge Gage.    Only four filters and five detectors were installed.     Of 

these,   only a mylar filter was broken.     Examination failed to resolve 

during which phase the tear occured.     Otherwise the instrument was 

essentially unaffected.     The detector laminations had remained distinct. 

Carbon Calorimeter.    No color change was found in any of the temper- 

ature elements,   thus indicating the peak temperature of the calorimeter 

was less than 65 C (150 F).     Telemetered temperature data indicated a 

slightly higher back plate (outside surface)  temperature near 200oF. 

Evidently, the brevity of the peak temperature experienced by the calori- 

meter prevented its being  registered.     That the calorimeter became 

appreciably   heated,   however,   is evidenced by the fact that the crayons 

became tacky and in some instances flowed; these crayons  melt at 

temperatures that are lower than their indicating temperatures.     The 

heating of the calorimeter   is  ascribed to  the re-entry environment. 

Mark 1 Indentera.     Two  modest indents  were found on the    anvil of 

this  gage,   although all  four  pistons  had fired.     The two indents,   1. 1  and 

1.05 mm in diameter,   indicated that terminal piston velocities of 470 and 

506 cm/sec,   respectively,   had been reached.     This gage had piston- 

restraining  springs which,   statically tested,   would let the piston pass under 

a 50-g load.     It is interesting to note that the peak deceleration during 

re-entry (acting in the direction to fire the pistons) was measured through 

telemetry at about 40  g's.     Thus,   it is  clear that the firing of the Mark 1 
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pistons was marginal and apparently is  confirmed by the fact that only 

two indented.     If the acceleration of the pistons necessary to produce 

the observed indents is calculated,   it is found that it is  on the order of 

70 g's.     This figure is somewhat higher than the 40 or 50 g's  mentioned 

but in the proper  range.      That two pistons passed the  restraining  spring 

but did not indent would indicate  that they did not fire during  re-entry 

(the scratch pattern on the anvil made by the two fired pistons during 

re-entry buffeting tend to confirm this  supposition).     It seems likely 

that at sometime during the pod's water  entry and submersion they were 

forced out,   perhaps by water  slapping over the rear or by hydrostatic 

water pressure,   less than a meter-high water column being sufficient. 

Mark  2 Indenter.     No meaningful indents were found on the anvil of 

this gage.     In addition,   one piston had not overcome the restraining 

spring,   yet was not frozen or bound in its hole.     Since the static release 

loading was high compared to the Mark 1 gage,   about 150 g's,   and the 

Mark 1 firing was only marginal at a telemetered re-entry deceleration 

of 40 g's,   it is certain that the three passed pistons did not fire during 

re-entry.     (It should be noted that the Mk 2 restraining springs were later 

changed to those identical with  the Mk  1   springs for SF'.)  Furthermore, 

had they fired then,   indents similar to those of the Mark 1 anvil would 

have occurred (the restraining  springs extract only a small fraction of 

the piston's kinetic energy).     Hence,   it is concluded that the pistons 

fired during water entry and submersion—a submersion depth of five 

feet would have provided the necessary hydrostatic pressure. 

Conclusions.    The information gathered from an analysis of the C3 

instruments agrees   with the temperature and acceleration history pre- 

sented by the telemetry  instrumentation of Reference 24.     The various 

gages have established certain effects and/or background signals one 

can expect from the  re-entry and water  impact environments.      That is, 

any Mark 1 pistons  not fired by  the X-ray impulse have a marginal chance 

of being  fired during   re-entry.      Any  Mark 2  pistons not fired by the X-ray 

impulse will not be  fired  during  re-entry.     Any pistons  not fired by  either 

effect will probably  be pu«ned  through during water  entry and probably 

will not indent.     Any  temperature of  150  F or higher recorded by the 

calorimeter will not be  the  result of re-entry heating but rather of X-ray 

deposition and heating. 
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A. 3    POD Cl INSTRUMENTS 

Inverted re-entry and unretarded water  impact resulted in subatantial 

damage to all Cl instruments.     The back plate was bent out,   thus  de- 

forming some gages.     The following descriptions are deliberately not 

extensive. 

Fracture Gage.    The entire lucite cylinder had been heated and 

softened from top to bottom as evidenced by its warped shape and the 

impressed grooves of every O-ring.     A hole,   approximately 3/64 inch 

deep was burned into the  cylinder  at the exposed end.     A black greasy 

film covered the top. 

Metallurgy Gage.    The front face of this gage was warped from the 

deformation of the Cl back plate.     The metallurgy sample was in 

essentially original condition except for a black greasy film. 

R/V Gage.     The Avcoat I sample partially ablated and was  covered 

with a black greasy film.     The foam backup melted. 

Plated Hole.    The carbon disks were apparently unaffected.     However, 

the chrome plating had disappeared except for what   appeared to be a 

few chips near the rear. 

K-Edge.    All the filters were burned out.     The detector stacks were ' 

partially melted. 

Carbon Calorimeter.    Because the temperature crayons had been 

applied too generously,   most had run out of their holes and into others, 

making analysis difficult.     However,   it was determined that the calori- 

meter reached a peak temperature of betwen 350oF and 660^.     This is 

consistent with a telemetered backplate temperature of over 400oF. 

Mark 1 Indenter.    All  four pistons  fired and indented with terminal 

velocities of about 400 cm/iec,   which would imply a deceleration of 

50 g's to account for the  indent diameters.     Also,   the restraining 

springs permitted firing  under a 50-g  static  load.     The  telemetered data 

indicated that,   upon righting  itself during  re-entry,   the pod experienced 

a peak deceleration of 40 4 t.     This  figure agrees closely enough with 

the  estimated 50-g piston  *cceleration to conclude that firing  occurred 

during  re-entry. 

Mark 2 Indenter.      Ail  :oir pistons had fired and indented.     However, 

in this  case  it is believed  that firing  did not occur during re-entry but 

rather  upon water  imp*ct.      The piston-restraining springs of the  Mark 2 

required a loading of about   ;^0 g's  to fire,   considerably higher  than the 
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40 to 50 g's estimated during re-entry.     Also,   the face of each piston 

had been partially blackened,   probably by re-entry products,   thus  con- 

firming that the pistons were in place during at least part of re-entry. 

That the pistons fired on water impact is the tentative conclusion.     Since 

the parachutes failed to deploy,   the  pod  struck the water at full terminal 

velocity.     The impact deceleration could well have reached several  hun- 

dred g's  momentarily.     And because of the 30    angle to horizontal of the 

pod,   the observed shift in the whole indent pattern of 1/8 inch away from 

the true anvil center then becomes understandable.     The indents  measured 

required high piston velocities of about 800 cm/sec,   or a pod deceleration 

of  195  g's.     This  figure is  consistent with the water impact firing 

hypothesis  suggested. 

Conclusion. Pod Cl experienced severe thermal and deceleration 

loadings  as  evidenced by the condition of the X-ray instruments.     The 

data extracted from these devices la  consistent with that from the tele- 

metry instruments.     However,   the information is not considered especially 

applicable to the analysis of gages from a properly functioning Star Fish 

pod. 
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APPENDIX B 

LEAD ANVIL CALIBRATION 

In order to reduce the raw impulse data obtained in the form of 

conical indent! in a lead anvil,  it ii necesiary to know the relation be- 

tween the hole size and the piston energy that produced it.   It should be 

mentioned that experience with similar arrangements has shown that over 

several decades of energy the hole volume is in fact just proportional to 

the kinetic energy of the piston.   At very high energies, higher than 

those found In the Star Fish data however, the proportionality fails; see 

for example,  Reference 3. 

The calibration performed to establish the energy-hole volume re- 

lation was quite simple.   Pistons similar to those used in the indenter 

gages were dropped from various heights Into spare lead anvils which 

had been cast at the same time as those used in Star Fish.    The pistons 

were made relatively stable aerodynamically with the addition of small 

very light foam   tails.     Just prior to impact^th« piston was photographed 

stroboscopically so tha^after certain correctlone were applied, the ve- 
locity of impact could be calculated.   Figure B. 1 illustrates the calibra- 

tion setup.      Since the mass of each piston was known, the kinetic energy 

could be calculated, and from each indent, one point on a KE vs. hole 
volume curve was obtained. 

In truth,  rather than dealing with the inconvenient quantity of hole 

volume,  it was possible and preferable to measure only the hole diameter, 

or the minor axis of the surface ellipse in the case of tilted Impacts. 

It may be shown that the hole volume for tilted Impact Is obtained If the 

minor axis of the surface ellipse is used in place of the diameter in the 

equation for the volume of a conical hole.    Hence^the calibration curve 

was set up as KE vs. hole diameter or minor axis.    The calibration curve 

resulting from almost three dozen piston drops is shown in Figure B. 2. 
Several comments are in order. 

First,  it is clear that over the energy range involved the KE ■* 

(diameter)3 relation holds.    Tue piston energies did not go quite high 

enough into the 10° erg decade to cover all the Star Fish data,  but the 

extrapolation is believed to be highly accurate.    The reason is that in 

all other such calibration tests  i.for example, see Reference 3 again)    the 

proportionality holds to almnm the 108erg decade.    The higher energies 
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were not checked becftuce higher pieton dropi were not practi. 

cal (the highest velocity piiton» fell from a three-ttory height).     It would 

have been poeiible to increase the piston mass,   but it was decided not to 

deviate from the original Star Fish piston mass by more than a factor of 

two.     Consideration was also given to firing the pistons from an air gun 

arrangement,   but preliminary experiments indicated that more effort would 

be required than was warranted. 

It was of interest to permit the pistons to impact at various angles and 

observe how well the calibration held at extreme tilt angles on the order of 

3(r.    Because the pistons fell unguided,   they impacted randomly at various 

angles.     Referring to Figure  B. Z,   it is  clear  that the deviations of the 

highly tilted indents from the drawn line are not more than the less  tilted 

indents.     This means  simply that the hole volume is still proportional to the 

piston energy even at large impact angles. 

The calibration curve of Figure B. 2, was used to reduce all the indenter 

gage data.     It is interesting to note that the lead used in the Star Fish anvili 

was slightly harder than that used in the previous   test  operations.     That is, 

to produce  a given indent size,   the piston energy required was  higher.      The 

necessity of anvil-piston calibration is  thus demonstrated. 

The tilt angle, 9,of each indent was measured in the following way 

(refer to th*. accompanying sketch).     The length of the major axis,   L,   was 

measured.     The distance,   a, along the major axis to the projected hole 

botton was  measured.     It is a simple matter to prove the following relation: 

sin 0 =  . 866 (l-Za/L) 

I PISTON AXIS 

From this equation   tn.' • ,i   .-^le of each indent could be determined within an 
o accuracy estimated at ab-  .t  k j   . 
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Figure B. 2   Indent calibration curve for aluminum piston and lead anvil. 
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APPENDIX  C 

PISTON RESTRAINING SPRING CALIBRATION 

The restraining  springs pressing against the indenter pistons were 

necessary to ensure  that prior  to the X-ray-iaduced impulse the pistons 

remained in position.     That is,   the springs  prevented the pistons from 

firing during handling or from lofting accelerations.     The design of these 

springs was  such that accelerations of up to about 40 g's would not fire 

the pistons.     Missile accelerations prior to re-entry were below this 

value,   and as a result only one piston in the Star  Fish indenters was 

known to have fired prior to burst time. 

However,   it is  obvious  that the restraining  springs  absorbed part of 

the kinetic energy of the piston when it did fire.     The velocity of the 

piston toward the anvil was less in every case than if the springs had 

been absent.     Hence,   the impulse recorded on the anvil is slightly less 

than that delivered to the piston.     To correct the impulse data obtained 

from the anvil indents to the true impulse,   the relation between the 

piston velocity before and after  spring release is  required.     It should be 

noted that the piston is  considered tp have received a velocity instantaneously, 

i. e. ,   in a time not comparable to the time of spring release.     This 

assumption is probably accurate for the reason that, during the time to 

release,   the blowoff pulse trapped within the piston made on the order of 

100 internal reflections from each end.     The irregularity of the piston 

combined with the effects of dispersion should result in a smooth flow 

of the entire piston  at its   final velocity well within the time  to  release. 

The relation between  the  instantaneous  initial piston velocity,   v0,   and 

the velocity after  release.   vr,   will now be derived,   subject to the 

assumption mentioned.     The piston and two restraining springs  constitute 

a familiar  spring-mass  arrangement within the limits  of release displace- 

ment,   see  sketch. 
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The motion of this system is described by the following equations: 

rrütft)   =   -kgx(t) 

x (o)    =   v0 

x (o)    =   x0 

where: 

m   =   piston mass (gm) 

x{t) s   displacement of piston at any time t (cm) 

k    =   spring constant (gm/cm) 

g    =   980 cm/sec2 

v0 =   theoretical initial piston velocity (cm/sec) 

x    =   piston distance which spring is preloaded (cm) 

The solution of the above equations is the familiar 

x(t)   =   _£_   sin^t +x0 coi«0t (Cl) 
uo 

where: 
u
0   '- Vk/m 

If Equation C.l is differentiated,  »quared, and added to (u0x)2 it can be 
shown that 

^x2   +   x2   -   Uo
2[(^2_)2+Xo

2l (C2) 

and   by some further manipulation,the velocity of the mass at the instant 

of release is just 

vl/2 
Vr   =   Vo   V   -   ^7    (xr2   -   vo2) <") {' 
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where: vr-=kr   =   the piston velocity at spring release (cm/sec) 

=   displacement at which release occurs (cm) 

r       r 

r 

The square root factor in  Equation C.3   tells what fraction of the impulse 

delivered to the piston remain, with the piston after having cleared the 

restraining springs.    This factor must be applied to the measured im- 

pulse data to retrieve the correct impulse.    Let us define 

Now the evaluation of ß as a function of piston energy.   1/2 mv0l 

requires the experimental determination of three parameters:   sprmg 
constant, k; preloading displacement. x0; and release displacement. xr. 

A series of measurements was made to determine these three 

parameters.    Three unused SF' Mk 3 indenter cases were selected at 

random and loaded with Mk 3 pistons also chosen at random.    The re- 

sults from these Mk 3 cases can be applied to the other two types very 

easily as will be shown later; the only essential difference is the dis- 

tance through which the pistons are preloaded. x0. 

As might be anticipated, the effective spring constant varied some- 

what from piston to piston.    In addition,  small machining and assembly 

inaccuracies were reflected as significant variations in spring behavior 

because of the small area of contact between spring and piston.    Never- 

theless, because a number of pistons were studied,  an average or 

typical spring constant could be deduced. 

The procedure used was to load a given piston with successively 

greater weight, and note the successive displacements from the uuhal 

position.    The travel of a microscope focused on the piston surface was 

measured micrometrically for these data.    The reproducibility of any 
given weight-displacement value was only fair,  to within 1   2    mils or 

so   because of the spring-piston contact irregularities.    Each datum poxnt 

presented in Table C. 1 represents the average of several determinations, 
and the displacements are uncertain to +    2    mils.    It is because of 

this uncertainty that nine different pistons in three different cases were 

tested. 
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In Figure C. 1, the weight vs. diepUcement data are graphically 

dieplayed. The solid line running through the center of the data poir 

wae found from a least squares calculation; the two dashed lines wer 

drawn by eye to show the limits within which most points fall. The 

sero displacement position on the abscissa is the rest position of the 

piston in the case, while the backward intercept of the solid line witJ 

the abscissa shows the effective zero position if the springs were all 

to come to their nonstressed or zero position. The slope of the soli 

curve gives the spring consUnt of the average pair of springs and is 

k = 6. 3 t l. 0 lb/in 
or 

k = (1.12 t .19) x io3 gm/cm 

Although the variation in k is not small,   - 16%, it can be shown 

that the resultant uncertainty in the piston velocity,   v ,   is miniscule. 

For the range of piston energies being   dealt   with in Star Fish,   the 

certainty in vr from a 16% variation   in k is less than 2% for piston 

velocities as low as  200 cm/sec,   and is less than  1/2% for velocities 

of 500 cm/sec.     Hence the spread in data in Figure C.I is not im- 

portant with regard to impulse data corrections,   and the least square 
value for k can be used consistently. 

In Table C. 2 the data necessary for the determination of typical 

values for xo and xr are presented.     The preloading displacement,   x 

is simply the intercept value in Figure  C. 1 plus the distance beyond 

case that the piston end projects,   or 

xo =  13 x 10"    + projection        (inches) 

Since the Mk 1  and 2 pistons do not project,   the values of x    are: 
o 

Mk 1      x    =   13 x 10"3 inch 
0 -3 Mk  2    x    =   13 x  10 " 
0 -3 Mk 3    x    =   24 x  10 " o 

The average projection of the Mk 3 pistons,   as given in Table  C. 2 it 
11 x IO-3 inch, 
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In order  to determine x  ,   the release distance,   the piatone were 

pushed inward until one spring was passed and then  farther  until the 

second spring was passed.     The displacements were noted for each 

piston and tabulated in Table C.2.    Because the piston cocked slightly 

after having passed the first spring,   the disUnce measured to the pass- 

ing of the second spring is believed to be greater than that which 

actually occurred in Star Fish.     The average distance between passing 

both springs'has been chosen as a reasonable compromise for xr,   or: 

x    = (0.043 » 0.013)  > (0.071 t 0.013) 

x    s 0.070 inch r 

It can be shown that,   as before,   variations or uncertainties in xr are 
reflected into uncertainties in v    much reduced for the piston energies 
being   dealt   with in Star Fish.     With a 20% uncertainty   in xr,   the re- 
sultant uncertainty in v    is about 11/2% for piston velocities  of 500 cm/sec. 

Thus, the compromise,   or most likely value for xr given above,   is 

sufficiently accurate. 
The three unknown parameters, k, x , and x having been deter- 

mined, it is possible to evaluate the correction factor ß from Equation 

C.4 in terms of   different piston energies.     This factor is presented in 

Figure C.2  as a function of 1/2 mv    ;  Figure C 3  shows ß as a function 
2 0 

of 1/2 mv      and was determined from Figure C.2 and Equation C.3.       It is 

obvious from these two figures that the effect of the restraining springs on 

the piston velocity was small in all cases  except the very slowest pistons. 

For example,   a Mk 3 piston given an initial velocity of 500  cm/sec was 
slowed only about 2% by the springs,   the measured impulse deviating from 

the initial value by only 2%     In Figure  C.4    the initial energy is related 

to the measured energy   directly. 
It is interesting to note that a minimum energy,   and hence impulse, 

existed below which a piston would fail to pass the restraining springs. 

This energy is  1. 53 x 10    ergs in the case of a Mk 3 indenter.     This 

energy would correspond to a minimum impulse of J   i    = 2. 1 x 10    taps. 
The minimum energy for a Mk 1  or 2 piston is 1.67 x 10    ergs. 
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TABLE C. 2 PISTON TRAVEL DISTANCE TO FIRE 

Case Piston 
Projection 
of Piston 

Pass 
One Spring 

Pass 
Second Spring 

010 
inch 
.017 

inch inch 
.061 

051 .012 .054 

051 . on .044 

051 .010 .040 .075 

051 .010 - 

007 .009 .049 .069 

007 .012 - 

007 .010 .035 .076 

007 .009 .034 .074 

Average: 011 043 071 

True Zero 
0      - 

Projection     - 

SPRING 
V ^ 

i 
PISTON 
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APPENDIX D 

RESUME OF THERMAL,  PHYSICAL.AND X-RAY PARAMETERS 

The data presented In this appendix represents those values used in 

various calculations performed during the Data Reduction Program. 

Table O. 1 lists the densities, acoustic velocities, and melt energies 

for various materials.   With regard to density,  the measured values were 

generally close to those stated in the literature,  but in certain instances 

the measured value was used.    The X-ray coefficients for the materials 
which were pertinent to either the spectral gages or the spectral data 
reduction effort are presented in Figures D1-» D3.   The curve for CNP 

was computed on the basis of its composition as given in Reference 27. 
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TABLE D. 1   THERMAL AND PHYSICAL DATA 

MaterUl 
Energy to           Melt 
Melt*                 Temp. 

Sound 
Velocity Deneity Reference! 

cal/gm 0C cm/tec gm/cm 

Graphite 
(R/V Shield) 

- }650 

2. 25xl05 c 

1.78b 26 

Graphite, ATJ 
SA0101 

- 3650 1.70b 26 

(Striker Plate) 

Beryllium 8. OxlO2 1284 12. BxlO5 1.84 20,21,26 

Aluminum 2. 3x102 660 5. 2xl05 2.7 21,22,26 

Sulfur 0. 35xl02 120 - 1.95 26 

Chrome 2. 7xl02 S50 - 7. 14 21 

Iron 2. 3xl02 540 5. IxlO5 7.87 21.22,26 

Gold 0. 6xl02 063 2. OxlO5 19. 3 21,22,26 

Lead 1.7xl02 327 1.2xl05 11. 34 21,22,26 

Oevcon . . 2.21b - 
(iron-epoxy 
compoaite) 

Avcoat-2 - 

Polyethylene,CH2 - 

0-124 - 

CNP - 

GEFG - 

Teflon - 

Avcoite - 

OTWR(U) - 

Rad 58B - 

TWNP • 

This includes not only the latent heat of melting but alao the energy to raiie the 
material to its melt temperature from 0oC. 

Measured at ARA. 

Calculated from data supplied by National Carbon Co. 

Based o.. data supplied by AFSWC. 
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Figure D. 1   X-ray absorption coefficients, Au, S, C. 
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